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Abstract
The Member States of EU27 need to accelerate the integration of energy efficient technology
solutions to reach the 20% energy efficiency target set for 2020. At current pace, projections
indicate that only half of expected primary energy reductions will be reached. To meet the
energy demands of growing populations and a vibrant economy, while simultaneously
reducing primary energy supplies, the European continent faces a new kind of challenge never
previously encountered. The identification and application of feasible, competitive, and
comprehensive solutions to this problem are of highest priority if the remaining gap is to be
closed in time. How is this multi-dimensional and complex dilemma to be dissolved? In this
work, expanded use of district heating technology is conceived as a possible solution to
substantially reduce future primary energy demands in Europe. By extended recovery and
utilisation of vast volumes of currently disregarded excess heat from energy and industry
sector fuel transformation processes, district heating systems and combined generation of heat
and power can improve the general efficiency of the European energy balance. To investigate
the possible range of this solution, this thesis introduces a set of methodologies, theoretical
concepts, and model tools, by which a plausible future excess heat utilisation potential, by
means of district heat deliveries to residential and service sectors, is estimated. At current
conditions and compared to current levels, this potential correspond to a three-fold expansion
possibility for directly feasible district heating systems in European urban areas and a fourfold increase of European excess heat utilisation.

Keywords: district heating, energy efficiency, distribution capital cost, heat density, plot
ratio, excess heat recovery, sequential energy supply, heat utilisation, effective width
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Absorbed energy

Energy absorbed in the primary product of energy
transformations. In thermal power generation equal to
generated electricity. In industrial processes equal to
energy added or maintained in industrial products

Absorption efficiency

Share of absorbed energy from total primary energy
supply (in thermal power generation equal to electrical
efficiency)

Auto-producer

Enterprise that produces electricity and/or heat for own
purposes, not as main business

Central conversion

Fuel transformations of primary energy supply to
secondary energy commodities in energy sector

Cogeneration

Simultaneous generation of electricity and heat
(also combined heat and power, CHP)

Energy balance

Quantified and/or relational description of energy flow
volumes at three principal supply/demand levels in an
energy system: primary energy supply (level 1), final
consumption (level 2), and final end use (level 3)

Energy commodity

Fuel, heat and/or power (also energy carrier)

Energy efficiency measures

Measures reducing primary energy demands, while
maintaining equivalent levels of economic activity and
final end use

Energy savings

Measures reducing primary energy demands by absolute
volume decreases of final end energy use

Excess heat

All rejected heat in thermal power generation not
absorbed as electricity. All rejected heat in industrial
processes not added or maintained in industrial products
(also surplus heat or waste heat)

Final consumption

Deliveries of energy commodities to consumer final use,
corresponding to gross customer heat and power
demands

Final end use

Utilisation of energy commodities in consumer final
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Natural resources formed from biomass in the geological
past
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Fuel transformation
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(also energy transformation)
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Local conversion

Fuel transformations and conversions of primary and/or
secondary energy commodities in final consumption
sectors

Main producer
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Plot ratio

Fraction of total building space area in a given land area

Population density

Total population in a given land area, by the land area

Primary electricity

Electricity generation obtained from natural sources
(hydro-, wind-, solar-, tide-, and wave power)

Primary energy supply

Energy commodities extracted or captured directly from
natural resources (also primary energy commodities)

Primary heat

Heat obtained from natural sources such as geothermal
and solar thermal power

Power producer

Enterprise generating electricity only (also power-only
producer)

Recovered excess heat

Heat recovered from excess heat

Recovery efficiency

Share of recovered excess heat from total primary
energy supply

Renewable energy
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and gravitational energy
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boilers or heat pumps (also excess heat)

Thermal power generation

Heat and power generation in energy and industry
sectors by means of fuel transformations and various
applications of the dual vapour-liquid Rankine cycle

Total conversion efficiency

Full share of useful secondary energy derived from a
primary energy input
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Introduction

The unique human ability to use and control fire was a decisive key to unlock the evolution of
modern civilization1. By this achievement, mankind could expand over the planet and settle
colder areas previously inhabitable, as well as embark on the long and challenging journey to
understand the chemistry of matter and the inherent properties of fuels. In the comforting
warmth and light from prehistoric wood-fuelled open fires, our common ancestors early set
out on a developmental path characterized by fuel utilisation, atmospheric emissions and
resource dependency.
On this side of history, we are now well acquainted with the secrets of conventional heat and
power generation, and the immense array of comfort benefits that electrification has brought
to our daily lives has continued to deepen our dependency on energy resources. Heat and
electricity have become obvious energy commodities and, as our own numbers keep
increasing; the exploitation of natural resources, e.g. fossil fuels, to generate them seems to
acknowledge no limits. It is not until lately, that we have chosen to become aware of the
dangers of resource depletion, atmospheric pollution and climate change - and now the bells
of judgement seem to toll [4-6].
As a response to these dangers, the concept of energy efficiency has gained new significance
and in recent years earned increased recognition as an important climate change mitigation
measure. If efforts in energy efficiency manage to reduce primary energy demands for any
given purposes, assuming that the primary energy resource is of fossil origin, the amount of
carbon dioxide (and other green house gases) emitted to the atmosphere from fuel
transformation processes will be reduced. This condition is the basis upon which this thesis
relies, as it investigates currently inappropriate fuel transformation structures and inefficient
central conversion processes in the European energy balance today, and additionally,
introduces methodologies to assess investment conditions and excess heat utilisation levels for
district heating systems - a cost effective structural energy efficiency measure needed to
facilitate large scale recovery of secondary heat from these activities, and hence, to improve
the general energy efficiency of the European energy system2.
At the core of the growing library of literature, articles and reports surrounding this work,
resides the comprehensive and ground breaking studies conducted within the Ecoheatcool
project, initiated by Euroheat & Power in 2004 to 2006 [7, 8]. Apart from an extensive
depiction of the European heat market herein [7], which there had been no previous attempt to
produce on such a level of aggregation; the project also communicated the importance of
achieving improved synergies within the European energy system. The main reason for this
was the “amazing conclusion” that the final net heat demands of the target area3 (21.7 EJ)
were of the same magnitude as the total heat losses in the energy transformation sector (23.8
1

There is principally no disagreement in the literature regarding this notion [1-3], although the time horizon for
this great human leap still is uncertain. Goren-Inbar et al. [2] dates the first controlled human use of fire to
790,000 BC.
2
The term ”energy system” is used in a general sense in this context. Still, from a thermodynamical perspective,
the complete energy system of Europe would be defined as an ”open” and ”transient” system, since imports and
exports of energy commodities, as well as of energy embedded in consumer products, cross the boundaries of the
system.
3
Note that this referred to year 2003 and included the EU25 Member States of the time, the four accession
countries, and the three EFTA countries.
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EJ). This conclusion, expressed in the executive summary of [7], ended with the following
quote: “Europe has huge heat losses to be retrieved”.
The expansion of present and the establishment of new district heating systems are essential if
Europe is ever to accomplish substantial recovery of these huge heat losses and transform
them into usable heat. The reason for this is quite straight forward: there are simply no other
technology systems in existence capable of extensive recycling, distribution and utilisation of
these excess heat flows! In the event of such a development, an increased sequential use of
primary energy commodities would reduce primary energy demands by improved recovery
efficiencies in central and local conversions, and additionally replace current use of high
exergy energy commodities for strict low temperature heating purposes. At present, large
shares of natural gas and electricity is used directly to satisfy residential and service sector
heat demands on European heat markets. Although apparently competitive on these heat
markets under prevailing conditions, such high exergy energy carriers would have more
appropriate utilisation in motor drives and electrical applications, rather than being used for
space and tap water heating. An increased use of district heating systems satisfying these low
temperature heat demands would consequently replace and liberate energy of higher quality.
Such a development would further represent altered commodity flows in the energy
infrastructures as we know them today. Apart from efforts in municipal government, city
planning, cooperate collaborations, and investments, an expanded use of district heating
technology integrated into synergetic supply structures needs support by progressive policy
and jurisdiction to become a future reality. Since the turn of the century, European policy
makers and legislators have come to express increasing consciousness and dedication in
resolving these issues. The first energy efficiency action plan [9] was adopted in 2000 and
stressed the importance of mechanisms for integrating energy efficiency measures also in
non-energy policy areas, indicating the multi-dimensional complexity of efficient energy use
issues. Some years later, in 2006, a second energy efficiency action plan, subtitled “Realising
the Potential” [10], set out a more detailed and comprehensive strategic vision, including a
quantified 2020 target of 20% reductions of total primary energy supplies due to applied
energy efficiency measures4. One of six identified high priority areas herein were the energy
transformation sector, where the corresponding priority action read: “making power
generation and distribution more efficient”.
In 2004, parallel to the energy efficiency action plan, a separate directive [13], promoting
cogeneration, explicitly addressed the critical issue of excess heat recovery and the
importance of excess heat utilisation as a viable measure to reduce primary energy demands.
Two years later, the 2006 directive 2006/32/EC, on energy end-use efficiency and energy
services [14], emphasised further the general confidence in energy efficiency measures as a
potent climate change mitigation measure by focusing on support mechanisms to improve end
use efficiency. In a series of recent and planned directives and communications [15-22], the
European Commission has demonstrated continued dedication and determination to provide
guidelines and support for such a development, and it is honouring that results from this
thesis5 have reached its way into the 2011 proposal for a Directive on Energy Efficiency [23].
4

According to [11], originally referring to 20% reductions of primary energy supply compared to the PRIMES
2005 baseline scenario for EU25, as conceived in [12]. The entity of EU27 is elaborated in the subsequent
PRIMES 2007 baseline scenario.
5
Indicative plot ratio levels for feasible district heating investment conditions in appended paper I, used to
define heating and cooling demand points in national heating and cooling plans, detailed in Annex VII of the
proposal. See also Section 6.1.
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The research and studies included in this thesis has been conducted during a three year time
interval, from 2008 to 2011, and has been an integral part of the Swedish research project
Pathways - Svenska Systemlösningar (Pathways - Swedish System Solutions), financed by the
Swedish Energy Agency. Being a parallel project to the international Alliance for Global
Sustainability project Pathways to Sustainable European Energy Systems, hosted by the
Department of Energy & Environment at the Division of Energy Technology at Chalmers
University of Technology in Gothenburg, part of the work was carried out in co-operation
with the dedicated team of researchers in this project. In practice, the extensive research
performed within the two projects partially blended to produce the results and methods
presented in [24, 25]. A common aim within these projects were the development of
modelling tools able to outline and evaluate viable courses of transition - pathways - for the
European energy system, so as to meet sustainability targets in the fields of energy efficiency,
reductions of carbon dioxide emissions, and increased use of renewable energy sources. The
methodology to estimate investment conditions for district heating systems, i.e. the
distribution capital cost model, included in this thesis, is a part of this model package.

3

2

Purpose and scope of thesis

The central hypothesis of this work is the idea and vision that expanded use of district heating
technology can act as a direct counter measure to decrease carbon dioxide emissions from
fossil thermal power generation in Europe. By providing viable “bottoming cycles” in the
general European energy system, permitting substantial excess heat recovery from currently
inefficient central and local conversion processes herein, district heating technology (in close
conjunction with cogeneration of heat and power) furthermore represent a structural energy
efficiency measure capable of reducing total volumes of primary energy supply while
maintaining current final end use levels. An initial premise supporting the realisation of this
vision would be that district heating systems are able to provide cost effective heat
distribution in competition with other local heating alternatives on European heat markets.
For this end, a first objective of this thesis is to present an analytical approach to assess
investment cost levels for district heating systems according to the theory and methodology
presented in appended papers I and II. In this analysis, determining parameters, circumstantial
conditions, and feasibility thresholds for expansion of present and establishment of new
district heating systems in Europe are identified and comprehensively described. On the basis
of these findings, a second objective is to estimate the plausible potential for excess heat
recovery and utilisation in future European district heating systems, by applying the
theoretical concepts and methodology presented in appended paper III. To support this
estimate, a comparative analysis of present European average performance relative currently
best Member State practices, is performed with regard to excess heat recovery and utilisation.
In concentrated form, these two objectives are to:
•

Identify determining parameters and circumstantial conditions to assess feasibility
thresholds for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems

•

Develop quantities to express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat
recovery and utilisation in future European district heating systems

The main purpose of this thesis is thus to provide a set of methodologies by which required
conditions for cost effective and energy efficient heat distribution in European district heating
systems can be identified and assessed. Supported by the outcome and results obtained from
pursuing the two objectives, the purpose is further to accomplish a reliable and consistent
evaluation regarding the future role and competitiveness of district heating technology in a
highly energy efficient European energy system.

2.1 Cost effective heat distribution
How can it be established if district heating systems are able to provide cost effective heat
distribution in competition with other local heating alternatives on European heat markets?
Well, to be competitive on a heat market, heat generation costs and heat distribution costs, i.e.
total costs, for district heat deliveries must be lower than end customer costs of any other local
heating alternative. In essence, the cost effectiveness of district heating systems thus depends
on a balance between heat demand concentrations on one hand (population and heat densities
of the heat market), and total network investment costs on the other hand (construction cost
levels and economical investment conditions). From this, the existence of feasibility
thresholds, e.g. required minimum levels of heat demand concentrations at given investment
4

capacities, could be expected. The identification of such feasibility thresholds, together with
anticipated specific investment cost levels at such thresholds, therefore constitutes relevant
result parameters for this objective.
In the first and second appended papers, the theory and methodology that admitted the
creation of the distribution capital cost model is introduced and applied on 83 central
European cities. There are two major reasons motivating an introduction of this methodology:
First, since district heating systems generally represent large scale infrastructural enterprises
associated with initial investment costs, modelling of specific investment costs and threshold
levels offer valuable guidance for investors, city planners, and analysts. Secondly, previous
attempts of estimating specific investment costs [26-28], have relied primarily on empirical
information from existing and operating networks, inhibiting systematic analysis and
assessments at new locations6.
As this new methodology relies partly on demographic information, e.g. population density,
specific heat demand, and specific building space, to produce the assessments, critical factors
for the feasibility and cost effectiveness of district heating systems are captured within the
model. An important aspect of this methodology, the relative demand for district heating pipe
lengths at given land areas (captured within the concept of effective width), is given special
attention in the second appended paper. Both of these studies are further related to in the
methodology section of the thesis (see Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2), and in the result
section (Section 6 and Section 6.1), which also includes an explicit case study of the French
capitol Paris (Section 6.2).
In the context of the distribution capital cost model, the cost effectiveness and
competitiveness of district heating systems is solely evaluated in terms of specific investment
cost levels and corresponding heat market shares at these levels. Hence, pure technical aspects
of district heating technology, such as pipe network construction issues, pipe insulation heat
conductivity issues, sub-station performances, valves and operational conditions, are not
elaborated here. Neither are customer oriented matters, such as price models, contract designs
or public acceptance. Although all such factors are influential for the establishment and
successful operation of competitive district heating systems, they are considered peripheral
and beyond the scope of this thesis.

2.2 Excess heat recovery and utilisation potential
Given that conditions for feasible extensions of present and establishments of new district
heating systems are found to be present, there is, as already indicated, an abundance of excess
heat to be recovered from central and local conversion processes in the European energy
balance. The major reason for this is due to continuous high shares of power-only generation
activities in the energy sector. One immediate action able to improve these currently
inefficient fuel transformation structures in central conversion processes would be to apply
the concept of cogeneration in a greater extent. Unless the recovered excess heat from
combined heat and power plants can be used on-site (i.e. internal use at e.g. industrial
facilities) or find any other non-distributive off-set, the co-existence with district heating
systems seem inevitable! In 2008, more than 75% of the total EU27 district heat supply
consisted of recovered secondary heat from cogeneration, waste-to-energy plants and
6

These early attempts by practical engineers described and used systematically the basic relations between linear
heat density, annual heat sales, and distribution capital costs, but were never coherently assembled in a theory to
permit analysis and modelling.
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industrial processes, according to [29]. Still, given the high share of power-only generation
mentioned above, only 10% of rejected secondary heat from all thermal power generation was
recovered and used for heating purposes7.
A three-step approach has been chosen with regard to this second objective of the thesis. The
first step involves initially a principal overview of the European energy balance, serving the
purpose of illustrating current volumes, development trends, and inefficiencies in central
conversion processes herein. Section 4 of this thesis is dedicated solely to this analysis, where
the dynamics of supply and demand in European energy use is presented in a time period
from 1990 to 2008. On the basis of this analysis, the second step includes thermodynamical
analyses of conversion efficiencies in thermal power generation activities, and additional
introduction of two new concepts by which recovery and utilisation of excess heat can be
expressed and quantified: heat recovery rate and heat utilisation rate. The full detail of this
theory and subsequent analysis is found in the appended paper III, and it is further described
and treated in the methodology section (Section 5.2 and Section 5.2.1), and in the following
result section (Section 6.3) of the thesis.
In the last and third step, a comparative analysis of current average EU27 conversion
efficiencies and currently best Member State practices - with regard to achieved levels of
excess heat recovery and utilisation - is made to estimate a plausible total European excess
heat recovery potential. To complete the analysis, this potential is related to the assessed
feasibility threshold for cost effective heat distribution in future district heating systems (first
objective), to evaluate the correlation between existing excess heat volumes and expected heat
distribution capacity of these systems. In view of this potential, and when contemplating the
comprehensive alterations of current supply structures that a fulfilment of this potential
represents, several non-technical aspects of transition come into focus. To address some of
these issues, the final discussion in the appended paper III considers seven general conditions
containing both barriers and support for district heating and enhanced excess heat recovery
and utilisation. In the discussion section of the thesis (Section 7), the idea of sequential energy
supply is elaborated in an attempt to capture the conceptual meaning of such a transition.

2.3 Disposition and general aim of thesis
The disposition of the thesis is thought to resemble a logical and coherent sequence
representing the contents of the three appended papers. This logic sequence would be to first
investigate conditions for cost effective heat distribution in European district heating systems
(paper I and II), and subsequently - according to these conditions - evaluate the plausible
potential for excess heat recovery and utilisation by means of recycling and distribution in
district heating systems (paper III). To support this sequence, the thesis begins with a brief
technology and history review of European district heating given in Section 3, focusing on
aspects relevant for the cost effectiveness of district heating. This section ends in a
complementary update on current levels of district heating in Europe today (Section 3.3),
which by necessity involves a general discussion on heat demand definitions.
In Section 4, the analysis of the European energy balance is extended with a close-up study of
the thermal power generation sector (Section 4.1), with explicit focus on current Member
State heat recovery levels in main and auto-producer cogeneration plants (Section 4.2). In the
fifth section, the methodologies introduced and used in the appended papers are described and
7

A total heat recovery rate of 10% from all thermal power generation in EU27 for the year 2008 is perceived in
Paper III, corresponding to an average recovery efficiency of 6%.
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explained with focus on decisive method elements and central concepts. To conclude, the last
three sections presents key results from the completed studies (Section 6), together with a
discussion on some general implications of these results (Section 7), to produce the final
conclusions of the thesis (Section 8). Additionally, some related areas and subjects relevant
for future research are identified in the final Section 9.
Although the study focus in appended paper I is limited to 83 cities in four European
countries (France, Germany, Belgium, and the Netherlands), the main results from this study
are considered generally applicable and extendable to other cities in Europe given the
availability of population distribution data on city district levels. Appended paper II deals
strictly with model parameters used in the methodology of paper I. In the third appended
paper, as well as in the analysis of the European energy balance in the thesis, the aggregated
focus is set on the twenty seven European countries being Member States in EU27. In this
sense, general expressions in the thesis, such as “Europe” or “European”, refers to the entity
EU27. Further, the term “excess heat” is deliberately used in this thesis, instead of frequently
seen synonyms such as “surplus heat” and “waste heat”. The underlying motive for this is
simply to avoid any confusion with regard to surplus industrial and municipal solid waste
flows. Also, the term “cost effective” is used in a general sense in this context as a synonym
to “competitive”, and thus not according to the definition applied in [11]8.
To meet the challenge of communicating new and accurate knowledge to the world, obtaining
a high level of academic stringency not burdened by individual reflections and beliefs is
crucial. Within all of the three appended papers, the communication strategy has deliberately
been chosen to reflect such a level, hence leaving no room for author remarks and comments
of the study contents. In this thesis, on the other hand, which constitute a concentrated
compilation of the substance of these studies, I have chosen to allow a certain amount of
subjective perspective to account partly for my own learning process during the course of
these studies, and partly to mediate some of my personal sentiment regarding these issues.
In a wider sense, the aim and ambition of this work is to foster enhanced energy efficiency in
Europe in general, and to improve resource optimisation within the supply and fuel
transformation structures of the European energy balance in particular. It is my personal belief
that an efficient use of all energy resources that we convert, be it primary or secondary, is a
momentous theme in the multi-disciplinary effort to harmonize our modern society to a
sustainable existence. Hopefully this work can contribute in the planning and construction of
new district heating systems in Europe, and in reshaping currently inefficient supply and fuel
transformation structures as the continent strives to improve the general efficiency of the
energy system.
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In the Impact Assessment of Energy Efficiency Plan 2011 an energy efficiency measure is considered cost
effective when the pay-back time of the investment (including the operational costs but minus cost savings) is
equal or in most cases shorter than its technical lifetime, thus referring to the term “life cycle costs”. Therefore,
only measures with a positive net present value would be considered as cost effective. No such evaluations are
performed here.
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3

District heating technology

The key technology feature of district heating systems, i.e. the distribution of heat in piping
networks, offer the possibility of satisfying residential, service sector and industrial low
temperature heat demands by use of several different fuel and heat sources. In the literature
[30], five strategic local heat resources are often mentioned as suitable for district heating
systems: (i) useful excess heat from thermal power generation (cogeneration), (ii) useful
excess heat from refuse incineration (cogeneration fuelled by industrial and/or municipal solid
waste), (iii) useful excess heat from industrial processes, (iv) natural geothermal heat sources,
and (v) fuels difficult to handle (such as wood waste, peat, and straw). This unique diversity and flexibility - in fuel and heat supply constitute a corner stone in the general
competitiveness of district heating technology.
In contrast to any local heating alternative, such as open fireplaces, boilers, solar heaters, heat
pumps, and electrical radiators, district heating technology further represents a centralised
heat supply, where economy of size and optimised operational conditions in heat generation
allows higher conversion efficiencies and, hence, higher resource utilisation than that of the
average individual user. For the same reasons, district heating technology is beneficial from a
local environmental perspective, by being able to reduce combustion emissions using state-ofthe-art flue gas cleansing, and by releasing such emissions to the atmosphere at higher
altitudes than average residential chimneys. General customer benefits of district heating
technology are often summoned in terms of comfortable and reliable heat supply, reduced
capital investment compared to alternative heating equipment, and lower fire risk by avoiding
fuel use in buildings.
The principal configuration of district heating systems has strong resemblance with that of
electrical networks (consisting typically of generation sites, transmission grids and
distribution networks to final users), but with a significant difference regarding viable
distribution distances. While electrical networks, given that voltages are transformed
sufficiently high, can transmit electrical energy over international distances with only
marginal losses, no steam or hot water piping system will allow any such opportunity for heat
distribution. District heating systems are characterised by being local phenomena, limited by
maximal cost effective heat distribution distances of approximately one hundred kilometres9.
While such, relatively, long acceptable heat distribution distances allow feasible conjunctions
between district heating systems in closely located cities, so called “regional district heating
networks” [31], the domain of district heating technology and operation remains in the local
dimension. Werner expresses this clearly in the following quote [32]:
“The fundamental idea of district heating is to use local fuel or heat
resources that would otherwise be wasted to satisfy local customer heat
demands by using a heat distribution network of pipes as a local market
place”
District heating technology is thus characterised by synergetic utilisation of available local
resources, which acts in favour of reduced dependency of imports, enhanced security of
supply and reduced transport demand for alternative fuels. But, the local dimension also
provides some implications in relation to the cost effectiveness of district heating technology.
As has been pointed out by Rezaie and Rosen in [33], this fundamental property of district
9

Feasible distribution distances depend on several interacting factors such as delivery heat volumes, receiver end
heat pay-ability, and used piping insulation (i.e. distribution heat losses).
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heating technology renders difficulties in exposing district heat sales to international market
competition. Unlike distribution of natural gas and electricity, where producers and
consumers are linked by international transmission grids, the distribution of heat in local
thermal networks is isolated and hence similar to natural monopolies. From a district heat
customer perspective, being supplied by a single heat distributor, potential abuse of such
monopolies may require government and local authority regulations. In general, the
involvement of government and local authorities has been frequently associated with
establishments of district energy systems. Agrell and Bogetoft [34] have shown that the
influence of government action was three times as important as managerial performance in the
development of Danish cogeneration and district heating systems. While local authorities
have important roles to play in guaranteeing financing and sustainability of district heating
systems, national governments, as in e.g. Sweden, may act in favour of district energy
solutions by taxation schemes on fossil fuels [35].
Another implication of district heating technology and the local dimension is pronounced in
international energy statistics, where inconsistent allocation of fuel supply and electricity
generation in cogeneration plants have contributed to a generally weak visualisation of true
economical and environmental benefits of district heating technology in aggregated energy
balance sheets. Relying on reports from national statistical bodies for their accuracy,
international energy statistics occasionally consist of additional insufficiencies; blunt or
missing descriptions of heat flows in some instances, recovery of industrial excess heat to
district heating systems not reported, improper division between residential and service sector
heat demands, and only partial reporting of geothermal heat used in district heating systems
[8]. For the above reasons, which are further discussed in Section 3.3 and Section 4.2, district
heating technology has been shadowed in international energy statistics as a stand-alone
technology and generally earned poor international recognition as a potent climate change
mitigation technology. As a consequence, district heating technology has not been explicitly
addressed in previous European Commission directives or other legal frameworks of the
European Union [36], or in former assessments of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change [37, 38].
Another decisive aspect of the local dimension involves cogeneration. When observing
cogeneration from the perspective held in this early 21st century thesis, the impression could
perhaps be that cogeneration constitutes just another additive heat supply option for modern
district heating systems. Quite contrary, initial historical incentives to build many early
district heating networks were to establish capable heat sinks for cogeneration plants [39].
Although it is often understood that the basic idea of cogeneration is the achievement of
higher overall conversion efficiency when combusting fuel for generation of electricity, it
could alternatively be argued that the generation of heat is the prime objective - with
electricity generation as a beneficial by-product. The main reason for such an argumentation
is the fact that cogeneration plants need to be located at, or close to, the point of excess heat
use. According to [40], an optimally designed cogeneration plant will meet the heat demand
of local final end users first, since distribution losses associated with electricity transmission
are smaller than those associated with heat distribution. Consequently, cogeneration plants
need not only to be sited at existing heat demand locations in order to achieve economically
feasible heat distribution conditions, in essence, they are principally dependent on the
presence of such a heat sink. As described among others by Rüdig in [41], cogeneration is in
this sense dependent on the presence of district heating systems - and both technologies share
the local dimension as their operational surroundings.
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3.1 General conditions
District heating systems generally represent large scale infrastructural enterprises dependent
on the presence of sufficiently concentrated heat demands to be economically feasible. There
is a natural direct proportionality between a viable total district heating network investment
cost and the volume of possible annual heat sales in the network [42]. In other words, the cost
effectiveness of district heating systems can generally be expected to be higher in city areas
and urban agglomerations, where high population densities guarantee this presence, rather
than at rural and low population density locations. Further, at highly concentrated heat
demands, district heat distribution - in circular pipes - is more cost effective also due to the
geometrical fact that distribution heat losses10 are directly proportional to the pipe diameter,
while the flow capacity increases in direct proportionality to the square of the pipe diameter
[8].
As mentioned briefly in Section 2.1, total costs for district heat distribution consists of two
basic cost categories; heat generation costs and heat distribution costs, where the heat
generation cost need to be the dominant of the two. The heat generation cost reflects the
market value of energy commodities used for the generation of heat, and - due to higher
diversity of heat supply and economy of size - district heating systems are generally able to
maintain lower heat generation costs compared to local heating alternatives. The distribution
cost, being the only additional cost for district heating systems compared to local heating
alternatives, consists in itself of four principal cost components; the distribution capital cost
(annual payback of original network investment), the cost for compensating distribution heat
losses, the cost for compensating distribution pressure losses, and costs for maintenance and
service. Of these four, the distribution capital cost is the most dominant and constitute
approximately half of the total distribution cost.
The principal dynamics and composition of total customer costs for district heating, in
competition with other local heating alternatives, can be derived from the properties of Figure
3.1. As a basic premise, district heating systems need to be able to deliver heat to final end
customers at total cost levels below that of alternative heating alternatives to be competitive
on a heat market. A first important observation in Figure 3.1, is that the heat generation cost is
unaffected by the level of heat demand concentration and remains constant at all levels of heat
density. The distribution cost, on the other hand, is naturally sensitive to these changes, and
decreases rapidly as the population (heat) density of the target area increases. Since the only
additional cost for district heating, compared to local heating alternatives, is the heat
distribution cost, a competitive district heating system need to meet at least one of the
following two criteria´s:
•

Low distribution cost, at current heat generation cost levels, to offer total cost levels
below that of local heating alternatives

•

Reduced heat generation cost levels, admitting higher distribution costs, to offer total
cost levels below that of local heating alternatives
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The magnitude of relative heat losses in district heat distribution are dependent on (i) degree of pipe insulation,
(ii) pipe diameter, (iii) temperature level, and (iv) linear heat density (see also Section 5.1). Average EU25 +
ACC4 + EFTA3 distribution heat losses in 2003 constituted 12.3% of total heat distribution, according to [8].
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Figure 3.1 General comparison of total customer costs for local heat generation alternatives and district heating, with
regard to heat generation cost and the heat density dependent distribution cost.

The first criterion presupposes, principally, that heat generation is based on energy
commodity price levels nonnegotiable and constant. The only parameter adjustable to meet
the basic premise is the distribution cost, which inevitably moves feasible cost compositions
to the far right bars in Figure 3.1, hence limiting viable heat distribution to areas with highly
concentrated populations. To move in the other direction, at maintained competitiveness,
either cheaper heat generation fuels and heat sources, or reduced construction costs, need to
be present. One relevant consideration regarding the second criteria is therefore if the market
value of recovered excess heat would be lower than that of heat generation fuels and other
heat sources; at such conditions higher distribution costs can be accepted thus allowing cost
effective network expansions to less dense areas. Hence, the cost effectiveness of district
heating is a combination of heat generation costs and distribution costs, where the former is
determined by price levels of available fuels or other heat sources, and the latter is exposed to
pure demographic properties of the target area at hand.
From this, an immediate condition determining future expansion boundaries for cost effective
European district heating systems is the distribution of Member State populations with regard
to urban and rural residents. Since population densities are higher in urban areas, it is relevant
to understand the size of urban population fractions out of total population counts. Although
straight forward, such an inquiry raises a problem; no harmonised definition of “urban area” is
available on supra-national level, why it is difficult to define average European values for
population fractions currently living in cities and/or urban agglomerations11. Since Member
States employ national definitions, aggregated estimates for the entire EU27 are therefore to
be considered as indicative only. Still, when extracting reported EU27 Member State
percentage values of population fractions residing in urban areas, as reported in the United
Nations World Urbanization Prospects [44], it is revealed that a dominant fraction, 71.8% (out
of 492.2 million people [45]), lived in cities and city areas in 2005. For the year 2010, the
11

According to [43], urban-rural classifications of population in internationally published statistics follow the
national census definition (which differs between different countries).
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corresponding share was 72.7% out of a total population of 501.8 million. The prognosis for
the future indicate that these fractions will continue to increase, and are estimated to 75.0% in
2020, and to 83.6% in 2050.
To attain a more comprehensive understanding of EU27 Member State population
distributions, as regards to shares of total and urban residents, gathered data from [44] and
[45], are projected in Figure 3.2. Six Member States (Germany, France, United Kingdom,
Italy, Spain, and Poland) harboured approximately 70% of the total EU27 population in 2010.
The Member State shares of urban residents in these countries, out of total EU27 urban
population, exceed Member State population shares of total EU27 population (with
exceptions for Italy and Poland), which is reflected in relatively high percentages of urban
area residents. In Belgium, 97.3% of the total population (10.9 million people) consists of
urban dwellers, which represent the highest fraction throughout the whole target area. It is
noticeable that France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and
Luxembourg, being Member States with medium or high annual heat demands due to cold
seasonal climate, all have above 80% shares of residents living in urban areas.

Member State population share of total EU27 population (left axis)
Member State urban population share of total EU27 urban population (left axis)
Percentage of Member State population residing in urban areas (right axis)
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Figure 3.2 Left axis: Distribution of total and urban EU27 Member State populations in 2010. Right axis: Percentage
of EU27 Member State populations residing in urban areas in 2010. Sources: [44] and [45].

Within the theory and methodology of the distribution capital cost model, the determining
condition of concentrated populations is expressed in terms of population density and plot
ratio. Given that data on specific heat demands are known, population densities are easily
converted into heat densities. Hence, population and heat densities are principally
synonymous entities when describing heat demand concentration at different locations, given
the correspondence of specific heat demands. Plot ratio, being the fraction of building space
area (to be heated) and the land area at hand, allow for a division of residential city areas
based on population density. In this work, this division is made into three categories of city
area characteristics: inner city areas, outer city areas, and park areas, where population
densities are most concentrated in the first and least concentrated in the last of these
categories (see further Section 5.1).
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Due to the initially described dependency on sufficiently concentrated heat demands to be
economically feasible, the cost effectiveness of district heating systems can be expected to be
higher in inner and outer city areas, than in less dense park areas. Heat distribution in the
latter of these areas - sometimes referred to as sparse district heating - has to accept narrow
margins of profitability, but has been found tangible given that effective construction,
improved business logic, and innovative management can be achieved [46, 47]. For the same
reason, district heating technology in non-city areas, i.e. rural areas and countryside locations,
is considered inconceivable with exceptions only for islands of minor heating grids. From this
reasoning, it can be principally established that district heating technology is an urban
occurrence, why residential district heat customers are to be found mainly among population
fractions residing in city areas.
When considering the high shares of European citizens currently residing in urban areas, it
can be concluded that the determining condition of highly concentrated populations is
principally satisfied throughout the entire continent. But, as will be described further in
Section 3.3 below, European district heating in general has not expanded to a level where this
condition would be a limiting factor. Although high saturation levels of urban residential heat
demands by means of district heat deliveries are present in many larger cities in Europe today,
only a few countries, e.g. Scandinavian and Baltic Member States, have managed to support
the existence of wide-spread district heating solutions, hence resulting in correspondingly
high national heat market shares. In general, European national and urban heat markets are
instead being dominated by individual heating alternatives, and district heating technology - if
at all present - is only a marginal actor. Historically, this diverse use and heterogeneous
spread of district heating technology can be related partly to technology development of gridbased heat distribution, but also to economical, political, and social dimensions of
development in the European Union Member States.

3.2 Brief history of European district heating
The history of European district heating technology cannot be summoned, not even briefly,
without mentioning the pioneering 14th century geothermal station of Chaudes-Aigues in
France, which is still in operation [48, 49]. Since district heat receiving buildings need to have
central heating systems installed to facilitate heat exchange with a distribution grid, the
history of European district heating is somewhat parallel to traditional construction
preferences regarding heating systems in buildings. Central heating, i.e. internal building
distribution of heat from a single heat source by use of a heat medium, was known already by
the Romans, but didn´t become regular practice in European buildings until early 20th century.
This practice was also limited to only a few current EU27 Member States at the time, e.g. the
Scandinavian countries and Germany. At these initial stages, steam, as well as hot water, was
used as heat carriers.
By the turn of the 19th century, rational distribution of heat in trenched pipe networks began to
appear at institutions, hospitals, and government buildings in a few European cities [50].
These early district heating systems were run on a non-commercial basis, and often served a
practical purpose of reducing fire risks in treasured buildings and providing convenient and
practical heat supply at high priority locations. The launch of the Dresden steam based district
heating system in Germany, initiated in 1900, is often recognised as the start of the first
district heating system in Europe, why it marks out the beginning of the “introductory phase”
of European district heating. Shortly after, the first commercial district heating systems in
Europe emerged in the 1920s (mainly in German cities), most likely inspired by the
pioneering work of Birdsill Holly, an American inventor and hydraulic engineer who is
13

credited for having started the first modern heat distribution network in Lockport, New York,
in 1877 [51].
In the time period between the two great world wars, European district heating technology
entered into a more matured “organisational phase”; the German initiative of the first two
decades of the 20th century spread to other European countries during this period, and district
heating systems were established in many larger cities. Apart from the systems already
present in Dresden, Hamburg, Kiel, and Berlin, new system emerged in Copenhagen (1925),
Paris (1930), Utrecht (1927), Zürich (1933), and Brno (1930), according to [52]. Technically,
operational conditions of the introductory phase, and that of the early years of the
organisational phase, can be said to belong to the first (of four) historical generations of
district heating technology. In this first generation (1880-1930), heat distribution was
conducted preferably by use of low pressure steam as heat carrier, and at relatively high
supply temperatures (t > 100 °C) [30].
After the 2nd world war, district heating was introduced on a large scale in several European
cities, as the re-construction of the continent allowed completely new housing districts to
emerge. This phase, sometimes described as the “expansion phase” of European district
heating technology, was clearly supported by the fact that extensive residential heat demands
in newly constructed housing areas allowed immediate volumes of heat sales. During the
latter part of the organisational phase and during the course of the expansion phase, technical
developments and engineering ingenuity had brought district heating technology to fulfil the
properties of the 2nd generation (1930-1970), i.e. use of pressurised hot water as heat carrier at
relatively high supply temperatures (t ≥ 100 °C). From 1970 an onward, a 3rd generation of
district heating technology emerged as a consequence of continued improvements in
construction materials and operational standards; all focusing on achieving reduced
distribution heat losses and reduced construction costs. The 3rd generation of district heating
technology is characterised by continued use of pressurised hot water as heat carrier, but at
reduced supply temperature levels (t < 100 °C).
The developmental trend of continuously lowered temperatures (reduced heat losses) and
smaller pipe diameters (reduced construction costs), parallel with progressive developments
of pipe insulation materials and pipe design, has led modern district heating technology to the
brink of the 4th generation of operational conditions. At heat distribution supply temperatures
as low as 60 °C, this generation of “district heating smart grids” is in possession of properties
needed to meet the challenges of reduced future heat demands due to more energy lean
residential and service sector buildings, and of increased use of renewable energy sources in
heat generation [53, 54]. Apart from increased general cost effectiveness and competitiveness,
due to the factors mentioned above, 4th generation district heating systems furthermore extend
the temperature range at which direct excess heat recovery from industrial activities can be
performed. By thus reducing the frequent need to lift industrial excess heat temperatures
before heat exchange to distribution grids (by means of e.g. heat pumps), the economy of
excess heat recovery at industrial facilities is improved. In relation to cogeneration, the low
supply temperatures of these systems additionally permit higher electric-to-heat generation
ratios at maintained heat demands, since lower condenser steam temperatures can be
accepted. Further, low temperature heat distribution provides opportunities for solar and other
low temperature heat sources, e.g. geothermal heat, to contribute more substantially to total
heat distribution volumes. As an example, above 20% solar heat fractions of total heat
volumes are attained in the Danish solar district heating systems of Nordby Mårup, Marstal,
and Rise [55].
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The history of European district heating thus reveals a general tendency of improved cost
effectiveness and energy efficiency in heat distribution, by technological developments and
continuously improved operational conditions. Still, the past and current moderate use of
district heating technology in European Member States indicate that this environmentally
beneficial common solution has not earned the attention and dedication it would need to
prevail in competition with routinely preferred local heating alternatives. Once again, district
heating networks are large scale technology systems that necessitate infrastructural cooperations and long term financial commitment, why the current European level of district
heating establishment indirectly also reflects traditional biases regarding space heating
alternatives in Member State energy agendas.
There have been several ideas and accounts in the literature as to why district heating
technology has developed so heterogeneously in European Member States. Although the
impact of a colder winter climate in northern and Scandinavian Member States can give a
natural explanation to the high heat market shares here, only partial explanation can be
ascribed geographical location12. As has been put forward, among others by Russell in [56],
fuel availability, i.e. energy supply structures, housing standards and residential sector heating
technologies (e.g. absence of central heating) have had a direct impact on the historical
development of district heating technology and cogeneration in Britain. Rüdig [57] further
recognises, generally, that social obstacles (economic, behavioural, political, and
organisational), rather than technological barriers, constitute central problem areas in the
adoption of energy conservation technologies. In [58], favourable economic conditions
combined with support of government policies are acknowledged as mechanisms fostering
enhanced use of district heating technology and cogeneration during the 1970s and early
1980s, and the role of local authorities is a critical factor that has influenced the propagation
of district heating technology in Europe today.

3.3 District heating in Europe today
Before performing an assessment of the current use of district heating in Europe today, one
need to first consider by what concepts and relations such an assessment will be made. Due to
the previously mentioned insufficiencies in international energy statistics, aggregated data on
European Member State annual district heat deliveries should be treated with care and not
perceived as entirely complete. This being particularly the case regarding reported heat
generation volumes from main and auto-producer cogeneration activities, which is discussed
in more detail in Section 4.2 below. Further, the spread of district heating technology is often
expressed as per cent shares of a “total heat market”, why it is relevant to clearly define the
perimeters of such a heat market. According to [42], international practice is to primarily
include residential and service sector heat demands only, but, as district heat deliveries also
target industrial heat users, the heat demands of the industrial sector might need additional
consideration13. Another aspect, especially relevant for district heating technology, involves
whether national or urban heat demands are addressed - an aspect which is often ignored or
disregarded.
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Depending on thickness of used building insulation, actual heat demand increase at increasing latitudes are not
linear with the increase of degree-day numbers at given geographical locations, which has been expressed by use
of the “New European Heating Index” in [7].
13
Industrial heat demands being in themselves a vast and complex field of understanding, primarily due to a rich
variety of processes, operational preferences and occasional lack of information due to confidentiality. This
theme is further elaborated in Section 5.2.
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In the comprehensive study of European district heating in [8], total district heat deliveries in
approximately 5000 European (EU25, ACC4 and EFTA3) district heating systems are
reported to have amounted to 2.02 EJ of useful heat in 2003. Including here the total net heat
demands of the industrial, residential and service sectors together, which amounted to 21.7 EJ
at this time, the average European district heating heat market share was estimated to
somewhere between 8%-9% in this report. This estimate did not include electricity used for
heating purposes in residential and service sector heat demands, thus somewhat
underestimating actual heat demands in these sectors. Additionally, the complete industrial
net heat demand of 8.7 EJ14 was added to residential and service sector heat demands (13.0
EJ) to produce total net heat demands, while an alternative approach would have been to only
include the anticipated 30% fraction of low temperature industrial heat demands herein - since
this fraction represents industrial heat demands possible to satisfy with district heat deliveries.
If only adding this fraction (2.61 EJ), a practical total net heat demand could have been
summoned to 15.6 EJ, thus rendering a hypothetical average European district heating heat
market share in the interval of 12%-13%.
In the recurrent Euroheat & Power country by country survey on world district heating and
cooling, the 2011 survey [29] reports on developmental trends and current heat market shares
for district heating in twenty EU27 Member States for the year 2009. Expressed here as a
somewhat ambiguous percentage share of “citizens served by district heating”, thus
presumably referring to residential and service sector heat demands only although this is not
clarified, the penetration of district heating on Member State heat markets are reported to
reach highest fractions in Latvia (64%), Denmark (61%), and Lithuania (60%).
Corresponding figures for Estonia are stated to be 53%, Poland 50%, Finland 49%, and
Sweden 42%, subsequently followed by Slovakia at 41% and the Czech Republic at 38%.
When additionally considering heat volumes annually sold, district heating in Germany (14%)
is declared to have had a dominating position in EU27 by total deliveries of 284.4 PJ. Polish
district heating systems delivered a total of 239.0 PJ, followed by Sweden (181.6 PJ), and
Finland (116.7 PJ). As a general indication, these reported figures outline the principle
distribution and extent of district heating technology in European Member States today, but
substantial numerical discrepancies relative other national and international statistics are
present.
To establish a more comprehensive understanding of the use of district heating technology in
EU27 Member States today, data from the International Energy Agency annual statistical
publication Energy Balances [60] was analysed for the year 2008. According to this analysis,
which is identical to the one performed in appended paper III of the thesis, the total EU27
residential and service sector net heat demand amounted to 11.5 EJ15, a demand which was
partially satisfied by 1.39 EJ of district heat deliveries to these sectors. From this, a current
average EU27 district heating heat market share of 12% is a fair approximate if only
considering residential and service sector heat demands. In the same year, the total net heat
demand of the industry sector amounted to 7.10 EJ16, not including 4.12 EJ of electricity used
in this sector, which was partially satisfied by 0.64 EJ of district heat deliveries. From this, an
average district heating heat market share of 9% referring to industrial heat demands is
14

Of which approximately 30% was low temperature heat demands (t < 100 °C), according to estimates based on
experiences from German industry [59] in [7].
15
Estimation based on the assumption that all final consumption fuels for heat to the residential, service, and
non-specified (other) sectors were converted at an average conversion efficiency of 73%, anticipated electricity
use for heating purposes included, and current heat use included.
16
Estimation based on the assumption that all final consumption fuels for heat to the industry sector was
converted at an average conversion efficiency of 85%, electricity use excluded, and current heat use included.
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conceivable. In total, 2.42 EJ of district heat output, including some minor contribution from
heat only boilers and heat pumps, rendered an overall EU27 district heating heat market share
of 11%, at average distribution heat losses of 16%. The distribution of Member State and
EU27 average district heating heat market shares, according to this estimation, is illustrated in
Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3 Estimated EU27 Member State and EU27 average district heating heat market shares by net heat
deliveries, referring to residential and service sector heat demands, industry sector heat demands (not including
electricity use), and total heat demands in residential, service, and industry sectors, 2008. Sources: [60] and [61].

As such, the estimation presented in Figure 3.3 represents the closest reality assessment
possible from currently available data in international energy statistics, but it too suffers from
uncertainties and insufficient coverage of actual Member State district heat volumes. Apart
from already mentioned inconsistencies regarding allocation of fuel supply and electricity
generation in cogeneration plants (referring to condensing or cogeneration modes of
operation), additional significant uncertainties originate from direct heat deliveries to
industry, i.e. auto-producer cogeneration heat never distributed to district heating systems but
occasionally registered as district heat, and industrial excess heat recovery by district heating
systems never explicitly or randomly recorded as such. Thus, the used data on reported heat
volumes in the energy sector refers primarily to generated heat by fuel conversions and hence
excludes certain volumes of non-recorded industrial excess heat recovery, as well as probably
including some volumes of industrial auto-producer cogeneration heat used for internal
heating purposes.
Another source of uncertainty is actual volumes of electricity being used for heating purposes
in the residential and service sectors. In this estimation these volumes were assessed by
calculating fractions of electricity used for heating purposes in residential and service sectors
in 2004, as reported by Bertoldi and Atanasiu in [61], and subsequently applying these
fractions on reported 2008 electricity volumes in these sectors (see also Section 5.2.1).
Naturally, such a conduct is static and does not recognise alterations in residential and service
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sector electricity use for heating purposes under the elapsed time period. To achieve further
detail, the analytical approach would need to include studies of national statistical sources,
which is beside the objective and beyond the scope of this thesis.

Figure 3.4 Annual district heat deliveries in the 83 study cities investigated in appended paper I. Data for the year
2005 [62], 2006 [63], and 2009 [64].

Since district heating principally is an urban occurrence, percentage shares of national heat
markets, as estimated above, may be complementary transposed to percentage shares of urban
heat markets. If only considering residential and service sector heat demands, given that
approximately 70% of all European citizens are urban residents, the above estimated 12%
average EU27 national district heating heat market share would then represent a 17% share of
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average EU27 urban heat markets. In so called mature district heating Member States, where
district heating heat market shares are found at or above 35% of average national residential
and service sector heat demands, corresponding urban heat market shares of 50% are to be
expected (given the same anticipated 70% fraction of urban residents). If considering only the
four central European Member States studied in appended paper I, which refers solely to cities
and urban agglomerations within these four countries, an average urban district heating heat
market share of 21% was found (France 11%, Belgium 0%, Germany 29%, and the
Netherlands 21%). The 83 cities and corresponding annual heat deliveries in this study is
illustrated in Figure 3.4, and detailed in appendix A.
From Figure 3.4 it can be generally concluded that all four studied Member States host large
district heating systems in many or some high population cities, with the exception of
Belgium where district heating technology is practically non-present. Germany is reaching the
largest and most coherent level of district heating establishment, where ten (out of 38 studied)
cities uphold urban district heating heat market shares at or above 40%. Foremost among
these are Erfurt (67%), Potsdam (55%), Dresden and Kiel (52%), and Essen and Frankfurt
Oder (both 50%). The largest annual heat delivery volumes are found in Berlin (39.9 PJ) and
Hamburg (10.2 PJ). Only four of the studied German cities have no district heating systems in
operation.
The highest urban district heating heat market share in the study is found in the Dutch city of
Utrecht (79%), which is far above the corresponding shares of the subsequent cities of
Rotterdam (36%) and Tilburg (28%). In the former two of these cities, the largest annual
district heat volumes in the Netherlands are reported at 4.5 PJ respectively. Out of ten studied
cities in the Netherlands, all but one city (Groningen) has district heating systems in
operation, but at relatively low current urban heat market shares (3%-30%). In France, 25 out
of 31 studied cities have district heating systems in operation, but in none of these cities at
urban heat market shares at or above 40%. With the exception of the capitol Paris (38%),
Grenoble (33%), Saint Denis (30%), and Metz (26%), urban district heating heat market
shares in all of the studied French cities are below 15%, indicating a wide but poorly extended
presence of district heating technology. This is also reflected in an average annual district heat
delivery volume of only 0.52 PJ in all French systems, not including the 18.3 PJ distributed
yearly in the networks of Paris.
From the above, and in comparison to average EU27 district heating heat market penetration
in the residential and service sectors, district heating technology is apparently underdeveloped
in Member States like Belgium, Spain, Ireland, and Luxembourg. This can be considered to
be that case also for France, United Kingdom, the Netherlands, and Italy. Due to warmer
yearly climates in Portugal, Cyprus, Greece, and Malta, the presence of district heating
technology should perhaps not be expected in any significant degree. However, annual
average growth rates presented in [8] reveals that district heating and industrial heat deliveries
from cogeneration plants are increasing in Member States like Portugal, the Netherlands,
Belgium, Italy, and Austria. In general, still, the current expansion level of European district
heating has to be considered as moderate and far from saturated, particularly so when
considering the overwhelming presence of rejected and unutilised excess heat in the European
energy balance.
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4

The European energy balance

A general energy balance, as the one employed with regard to EU27 in the following, consists
basically of three different supply and demand levels. With use of vocabulary from the
International Energy Agency [65], these levels would be labelled primary energy supply
(level 1), final consumption (level 2), and final end use (level 3). The first level represents the
sum of indigenous production, imports, and current stocks, after subtraction of exports and
international marine and aviation bunkers. The second level represents available energy for
final consumption after central conversions in the energy transformation sector, after
subtraction of energy industry own use and distribution losses. Finally, the third level
represents estimated final end use by incorporating assumed average conversion efficiencies
in local conversion processes. Principally, energy efficiency measures may be facilitated in
the former two of these three levels, while pure energy savings are possible in the latter level.
If neglecting extraction processes of natural resources to provide primary energy supply
(which is not considered here), energy efficiency measures in the first level target central
conversion processes in the energy transformation sector generating secondary energy
commodities for final consumption. The performance of local conversion applications in
industry, residential, service, and transport sectors determines the actual utilisation rate of
supplied energy commodities, hence resulting in the final end use level.
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Figure 4.1 Principal distribution of primary energy supply, final consumption, and final end use volume levels in the
EU27 energy balance for the time period 1990 to 2008. Total final end use is a static estimate based on average end
user conversion efficiencies for fuel use in the areas of transportation (heat engines 15%, electrical drive 85%),
electricity (100%) and fuels for heat (73%). Source: [60].

The 2008 EU27 energy balance consisted of a primary energy supply of 73.3 EJ, a total final
consumption volume of 51.0 EJ after central conversion processes in the energy
transformation sector, and a total estimated end use of 34.0 EJ [60]. This estimate was based
on assumed average end user conversion efficiencies for fuel use in the areas of transportation
(heat engines 15%, electrical drive 85%), electricity (100%) and fuels for heat (73%). As can
be seen in Figure 4.1, the energy balance has seen little relative change between these supply
and demand levels in the time period 1990 to 2008, and it is generally characterised by a
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continuous volume increase in all three levels of energy use. Since internal relations between
primary energy supplies, final consumption and final end use is principally constant over
time, while total primary energy supply volumes are increasing, the absolute volumes of heat
losses in both central and local conversions have continued to increase as well. In general
terms, this indicates that absorption and recovery efficiencies in energy transformation
activities have not improved during the considered time period. It is further noticeable that the
total volume sum of heat losses appearing in central and local conversions exceeds the
estimated final end use volume throughout the whole time period.
In a temporary narrowed time window including only the period from 2005 to 2008, where in
2005 the corresponding supply and demand level figures were 74.5 EJ, 52.0 EJ, and 34.9 EJ
(given the same estimated average end user conversion efficiencies as above), it would appear
as if energy efficiency measures in central and local conversions had managed to reduce
primary energy demands by the year 2008. But, in fact, final consumption in 2005 managed to
utilise 46.8% of the primary energy supply, while the fraction in 2008 was only 46.4%.
Equally, the output from central conversion processes relative primary energy supply in 2005
was 69.8%, which was higher than the corresponding share of 69.6% in 2008. Although these
differences are marginal, they serve to prove that a lowered primary energy supply volume
not by necessity may be the consequence of dedicated efforts in increased energy efficiency.
As the complete energy balance is influenced by changes in e.g. demographical and
economical dimensions of society, the actual energy volumes of the balance need to be
viewed in the context of these dimensions to evaluate the efficiency of the system.
In an attempt to assess real achievements of past years efforts in increased energy efficiency,
reported EU27 annual volumes of primary energy supply and final consumption in [60],
together with anticipated final end use levels according to the above estimated average end
user conversion efficiencies, were each divided with population growth data from [66] to
form specific values for the time period of 1990 to 2008, see Figure 4.2. Further, annual real
specific gross national product growth figures, as reported in [67], were assembled from a
base year in 1995 to assess the accumulated value addition of the European economy in a time
period from 1995 to 2010. The total population in EU27 grew by 5.8% in the time period
1990 to 2008, and continued to grow by 6.5% in 2010, relative the same base year. In actual
numbers this population growth represents approximately 27.5 million people in total
(approximately 1.5 million annually), to each of which an average annual EU27 specific
primary energy supply of 140-150 GJ/na17 would be associated. Hence, the continuous
increase of primary energy supply volumes in the studied time period, as shown in Figure 4.1,
is the consequence primarily of population growth, since specific energy supply and demand
volumes have remained fairly constant within a fluctuating interval of -5.0% to 6.0%.

17

Average specific energy volumes were calculated by dividing reported total energy volumes per level in [60]
with population data in [66]. PES/capita: 145.3 GJ/na (1990), 147.0 GJ7na (2008), FC/capita: 99.9 GJ/na (1990),
102.4 GJ/na (2008), and FEU/capita: 67.9 GJ/na (1990), 68.1 GJ/na (2008).
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Figure 4.2 Developmental trends of population growth (1990 to 2010) and average specific values of total primary
energy supply, total final consumption, and total final end use (1990 to 2008) in EU27. Accumulated real gross
domestic product growth per capita from 1995 to 2010 in EU27. Sources: [60], [66], and [67].

When considering the rapid value addition expressed by the accumulated specific gross
domestic product growth curve in Figure 4.2, a spontaneous interpretation could be that
energy efficiency measures actually are being effective, i.e. more utility value is extracted per
unit energy input, but due to population growth absolute energy volumes keep increasing. But
such a rash understanding might be premature, since it fails to consider alterations within
domestic value adding activities, as well as to recognise imports and exports of energy and
consumer products crossing European boundaries. Recently published figures on total gross
value addition from sub-sectors of the European economy [68], indicate that this development
might be partially explained by a general shift from (energy intensive) industrial activities to
(energy lean) service activities, such as business and financial activities. In the years between
1998 and 2008, the relative share of gross value addition from EU27 industrial activities
decreased by 3.0% of total value addition, while the corresponding relative share of service
activities increased by 3.1% (all other activity sectors staying principally constant).
Apparently, and in correspondence with similar conclusions presented in the 2005 European
Commission Green Paper on Energy efficiency [12], the energy intensity of the European
economy is decreasing.
Another possible factor explaining this apparent divergence could be the open boundaries of
the European energy system, as elaborated in this context. The energy system is not viewed
herein as a closed control volume, i.e. imports and exports of energy commodities, and energy
embedded in import and export consumer products, crossing the system boundaries, influence
the conceived levels of energy use without specific detection. It is not unlikely that growing
shares of non-domestic energy intensive industrial production, consumed domestically,
contributes to these discrepant developmental trends of European gross domestic product and
internal energy use. For a more comprehensive analysis of these effects, which is not
conducted here, dedicated studies of import and export flows of energy and consumer
products would need to be consulted.
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However, the fact is that European primary energy reductions expected from energy
efficiency measures in the last few years are not in line with the originally conceived energy
saving potential of 20% by 2020, as communicated in the Energy Policy for Europe of march
2006 [69] and later the same year formalised in the 20% energy efficiency target of the
Energy Efficiency Action Plan - Realising the Potential [10]. In a recent review of the Energy
Efficiency plan 2011 [11], where the progress towards reaching the targets is evaluated by
comparing the Primes 2007 baseline scenario and the 2009 energy efficiency scenario, it is
stated that the European Union (EU27) will achieve only 8.9% (164 Mtoe ≈ 6.9 EJ) of the
20% savings objective (368 Mtoe ≈ 15.4 EJ) set for the year 2020. Since the 2009 energy
efficiency scenario considers the effects of the international economic crisis erupting in 2008
and implemented policies until December 2009, this (slow) progress has alerted the European
Council and Parliament on the need for sharpened guidelines and legislation. The proposal for
a new directive on energy efficiency [23], brought forward by the European Commission in
the summer of 2011, is to be regarded as a response to this necessity. One could comment; it
is time to go from realising the potential to actually realise it!
In view of this, and the quite rapid population and economy growth trends of Europe today together with the slow but continuous volume increases of primary energy supply - it would
be more or less unrealistic to expect drastic future reductions in EU27 primary energy
demands due to final consumption level efficiency measures and energy savings only. Even if
European final consumers would be willing to accept reduced access to final end use
commodities (which wouldn´t benefit economic activity), and even if technical improvements
of end user applications would permit it, the sheer effect of our own numbers increasing is
likely to inhibit any substantial reductions of absolute final end use energy volumes in a
foreseeable future. For this reason especially, it is relevant to identify other possible areas in
the energy balance, where energy efficiency measures can be performed without inflicting a
need for reduced final end use energy volumes - while still being in conformity with the 20%
primary energy reduction target by 2020. As suggested in this thesis, one such other possible
area is found in the primary energy supply level of the energy balance, where current excess
heat flows are poorly utilised. The energy efficiency measure to apply would consequently be
increased and systematic recovery of excess heat from central conversions in general, and
from fuel transformation in e.g. thermal power generation processes in particular.

4.1 Thermal power generation
Anyone familiar with the thermodynamic laws realise the fact that only a fraction of the heat
generated by fuel combustion can be converted to work in any conventional steam power
plant. The main fraction will most often be found as rejected low temperature exhaust steam
(secondary heat). Due to the irreversibility of real world conversion processes, such excess
heat flows are not available for doing work, and - unless recovered and utilised for heating
purposes - represent actual losses in any given conversion process or energy balance. From a
pure energy efficiency point of view, where all post-conversion energy content (both
electricity and heat) would be considered as valuable resources, pure cold condensing of low
pressure and temperature turbine exhaust steam has to be considered as apparent resource
destruction, although yielding higher absorption efficiencies. If, instead, thermal power
generation can be performed in facilities located close to population centres, i.e. close to
concentrated heat demands, low pressure and temperature turbine exhaust steam can
alternatively be cooled at above ambient temperatures (80-100 °C) and heat-exchanged to
local district heating system. By such a practice, the total utilisation level of the primary
energy supply is improved, since the excess heat can be sold as a commodity and hence
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become useful by satisfying residential, service, and industry sector low temperature heat
demands.
In the context of this thesis, thermal power generation is conceived principally as conducted
by two different kinds of producers, in two different kinds of plant configurations (operational
modes), which is in alignment with used statistical categories in international energy statistics.
Depending on producer activity, thermal power (and heat) is generated either in main
producer facilities (main business) or in auto-producer facilities (for own use in support of
other main business). Generation of electricity and heat is further performed in either poweronly mode or cogeneration mode, although generated secondary heat is utilised as a useful
energy commodity only in cogeneration facilities. Common for all activities is various
applications of the dual vapour-liquid Rankine cycle, which, according to [70], is standard in
all conventional steam power plants today.

Share of primary energy supply - Autoproducer cogeneration plants (left axis)
Share of primary energy supply - Main producer cogeneration plants (left axis)
Share of primary energy supply - Autoproducer electricity plants (left axis)
Share of primary energy supply - Main producer electricity plants (left axis)
Total primary energy supply to thermal power generation (right axis)
Total excess heat rejected in thermal power generation (right axis)
Total electricity output from thermal power generation (right axis)
Total recovered excess heat, excluding industrial internal heat use (right axis)
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Figure 4.3 Left axis: Activity shares of primary energy supply to thermal power generation in EU27 during the period
1990 to 2008. Right axis: Thermal power generation volumes of primary energy supply, excess heat, electrical output,
and recovered excess heat in district heating systems (industrial direct internal heat use excluded). Source: [60].

The statistical data on primary energy supply for thermal power generation in EU27 [60],
excluding hydro-, geothermal-, wind-, and solar power generation18, reveal that a total of 28.0
EJ was used for these activities in 2008. From this primary energy input, a total of 10.4 EJ of
secondary electricity was absorbed, rendering an average absorption efficiency of 37%. In
coherence with the first law of thermodynamics, a total excess heat volume of 17.6 EJ was
consequently rejected in these conversion processes. As visualised in Figure 4.3, only a minor
fraction (1.80 EJ) of this excess heat volume was recovered and utilised for heating purposes
by means of district heat distribution. This low share of excess heat recovery from European
thermal power generation reveals that pure power-only electricity plants constitute a major
part of the sector. At present, approximately 76% of all EU27 thermal power generation
18

Thermal power generation including fuel input by coal and coal products, peat, crude oil, natural gas liquids,
refinery feedstock’s, oil products, natural gas, nuclear, combustible renewables and waste. Activities refer to
main producer and auto-producer electricity plants, and main producer and auto-producer cogeneration plants.
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originates from power-only operation, and this has been the general balance throughout the
complete time period.
This state of affairs can be interpreted as a direct reflection of the historical development of
continuously increased scale of operation regarding European power utilities. Benefitting
from availability of cheap fuels, technological improvements in power plant designs,
interconnected transmission grids, and existing organisations, larger utilities have traditionally
operated in power-only mode due to economy of size and rewarding market value of
electricity [57]. From a pure electricity generation perspective, reaching as high an electric
output as possible has traditionally been of primary interest, why locating of power plants
have been determined not by distances to potential excess heat users, but rather by strategic
considerations in support of bulk electricity generation and distribution. Russell additionally
concludes in [56], with focus on early developments of cogeneration in Britain, that the
general influence of prevailing institutional structures and energy sector priorities have had a
strong impetus in marginalising initiatives to foster increased use of this alternative mode of
operation.
There is also evidence in the literature that the organisation of municipal government have
impacted on the development of power generation and distribution infrastructures in European
Member States [41]. The dissemination of cogeneration technology has been more successful
in countries where it has been adopted by public utility companies in predominantly
municipal ownership. Due to the local dimension of cogeneration and district heating, the
opposite can be said to have prevailed in countries with less decentralised power of authority.
Another aspect, captured in the following quote from El-Wakil in [71];
“Cogeneration is advisable for industries and municipalities if they can
produce electricity cheaper, or more conveniently, than that brought from a
utility”
… discloses a traditional apprehension of cogeneration mode partly as primarily an industrial
option, i.e. small plants operating in direct vicinity of industrial facilities thus not in a position
to ever contribute to any major shares of energy sector activities, partly as only an alternative
power generation technology - not recognising the value of excess heat utilisation. If returning
to Figure 4.3, it is clear that excess heat from thermal power generation has continued to be
valued according to such a perspective. Ever since late 19th century engineers managed to
conceive the concept of combined heat and power generation, there seems to have been a
continued and bitter economic conflict choosing between cold and warm condensing at
suitable excess heat recovery plants. A conflict that supposedly could be resolved, once the
market value of recovered excess heat will reflect the true value of cogeneration.

4.2 Cogeneration
In modern cogeneration plants, the combined generation of electricity and subsequent
recovery of excess heat typically generates total conversion efficiencies in the interval of 7590%. Depending on several different parameters, such as system design19, used fuel, and
operational strategies, the associated electric-to-heat generation ratio is for best practice found
in the interval of 0.5-1.0, and under standard conditions often somewhere between 0.3-0.7. As
an average assessment, cogeneration reduces the primary energy demand by 25%-50%,
19

Cogeneration plants can generally be divided into five types: backpressure power plants, extractioncondensing power plants, gas turbine heat recovery power plants, combined cycle heat recovery power plants,
and reciprocating engine power plants.
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compared to conventional and separated electricity and heat only generation of the same
useful units [72]. In this respect, cogeneration is in itself an efficient and sustainable energy
technology in comparison to electricity or heat only generation alternatives [73, 74].
The most common cogeneration plant technology in EU27 today is steam turbine plants
(backpressure and extraction-condensing power plants), although use of combustion turbines,
combined cycles, and reciprocating engines is emerging [65]. Dominating fuels are coal and
coal products, natural gas (especially in auto-producer cogeneration plants), and minor shares
of combustible renewable and waste. As an option with multiple benefits, the emerging use of
industrial process waste and municipal solid waste as alternative input fuels, have come to put
cogeneration in absolute focus with regard to responsible and sustainable waste management
strategies for the future. By incineration of non-recyclable, but combustible, waste streams,
the environmental impact of land-filling is reduced parallel with power and heat generation
from an otherwise discarded present energy source. In such applications, the general resource
efficiency benefits of cogeneration are further enhanced. An in-depth analysis of current
EU27 Member State waste management progression is carried out in appended paper III, see
Section 3.2 herein.
Current Member State levels of cogeneration differ significantly throughout the EU27 today,
partly due to diversified heat demands throughout the Union, partly due to historical aspects
regarding power generation and distribution infrastructures mentioned above. According to
[75], worldwide, only five countries have reached 30%-50% cogeneration electricity shares
out of total national thermal power generation (Denmark, Finland, Russia, Latvia and the
Netherlands), and cogeneration electricity output accounted only for some 10% of total global
power generation (2004). Among these countries, EU27 Member state Denmark must be
considered world-leading with continued annual cogeneration electricity output shares >50%
of total thermal power generation during the first decade of the 21st century. Analogously,
Danish cogeneration heat has accounted for >80% of district heat deliveries since 1998 and
onwards.
Still, as mentioned previously, international energy statistics suffer from certain
inconsistencies with regard to district heating and cogeneration, why actual volumes of
distributed and generated heat might differ from reported volumes. In the energy balance
sheets of the International Energy Agency, the energy allocation principle is used to allocate
fuel input to electricity and heat generation in cogeneration plants. This unfortunate practice,
where fuel input is allocated in proportion to generated volumes of electricity and heat, award
electricity generation the whole benefit of cogeneration by elevating conversion efficiencies
compared to power-only electricity generation. Simultaneously, the cogenerated heat appears
to have been converted at lower conversion efficiencies than those associated with
conventional heat-only generation. Similar inadequate allocations occur with regard to wasteto-energy incineration of municipal solid waste and industrial heat recovery, where the
benefits of cogeneration and district heat recovery of excess heat are transferred to waste
management and industrial processes respectively.
Other examples of statistical inconsistencies involve pure vacancies, as was previously the
case regarding heat supply in France and Italy. Although this has later been corrected, it
remains unclear whether all categories of contributing heat supply in Member State district
heat deliveries are included. Another source of uncertainty involves electricity volumes
generated in auto-producer facilities reported as generated electricity in the energy sector,
while the corresponding fuel input for this generation (in part or fully) is allocated to the
industry sector as final consumption. Further, as illustrated in Figure 4.4, no clear statistical
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division is being made with regard to heat volumes from auto-producer cogeneration plants
being recovered by district heating systems or used directly by industries for internal heat use
purposes, and it is uncertain whether all industrial cogeneration heat ever is recorded.

Figure 4.4 Principal overview of heat supply to district heating systems and heat deliveries from district heating
systems to heat demand sectors.

Thus contributing to the general difficulty of estimating current auto-producer cogeneration
heat volumes in district heating systems and industrial facilities - from purely aggregated
analyses of international energy statistics - this vacancy in determination is also reflected in
frequent discrepancies between different data sources. The yearly Eurostat bulletin Data in
Focus [76], which assembles EU27 national accounts for annual volumes of heat generation
in cogeneration facilities, including all main and auto-producer activities, reported a total
volume of 3.04 EJ for the year 2008. As previously stated, the International Energy Agency
reported a total volume of only 1.80 EJ for the same year. In this work, the difference between
these two data sources has been interpreted as a result of including an extended range of
information regarding auto-producer cogeneration heat in [76]. The additional heat volumes
indicated herein are assumed to consist mostly of cogeneration heat used directly at industrial
facilities for internal heating purposes, and hence never distributed in district heating systems.
A combination of reported volumes in these two data sources for all Member States of EU27
in 2008 is presented in Figure 4.5. Since the main interest in this thesis is district heating
systems, and the way district heating systems can contribute to increased energy efficiency in
the European energy system by recovery and distribution of excess heat to the residential and
service sectors, the information contained in [60], although not perfect, has deliberately been
chosen as a basis for the analyses herein.
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Figure 4.5 Combination of reported main and auto-producer cogeneration heat to residential, service, and industry
sectors in EU27 Member States for the year 2008. Sources: [60] and [76].

If thus neglecting the additional excess heat volumes reported in [76], under the assumption
that these mainly represent industrial direct internal use, it can be concluded that cogeneration
electricity output (2.46 EJ) from main and auto-producer facilities contributed with
approximately 20% of total EU27 electricity generation (12.0 EJ), and 24% of EU27 thermal
power generation electricity output (10.4 EJ) in 2008. Cogeneration heat from the same
facilities represented only 10% of the total rejected secondary heat volume of 17.6 EJ from
thermal power generation in the same year. In essence, the energy conservation features of
cogeneration and excess heat recovery might not have been all to appealing in past times with
high abundance of cheap and available primary energy commodities. As history now has
brought us to a situation where such circumstances are utterly changing, it is relevant to reevaluate the concept of cogeneration and the role it has to play, interacting with industries and
district heating systems, in more efficient future energy supply structures.
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5

Methodology

In this section, the methodologies of the three appended papers are described and explained
with focus on decisive method elements and central concepts only. The intention is thus to
concentrate solely on significant aspects of the theories involved, while the full detail is found
in the corresponding method sections in the appended papers. The disposition of this section
is aligned with the initially formulated two objectives of the thesis; the identification of
determining parameters and circumstantial conditions to assess feasibility thresholds for cost
effective heat distribution in district heating systems, and the development of quantities to
express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat recovery and utilisation in future
European district heating systems. For each of these objectives, the original research
questions of the associated studies are included here for reference.

5.1 Cost effective heat distribution
The identification of determining parameters and circumstantial conditions to assess
feasibility thresholds for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems was
initially achieved by performing a theoretical reformulation of the traditional expression for
linear heat density (QS/L) [26-28, 42], as shown in eq. 1:
QS
= p ⋅α ⋅ q ⋅ w = e ⋅ q ⋅ w
L

[J/m]

(1)

Since linear heat density is a denominator term in the expression for the distribution capital
cost (see eq. 2), this reformulation enabled calculations and modelling of future district heat
distribution capital costs through the use of alternative data categories (population density (p),
specific building space (α), specific heat demand (q), and effective width (w)). Traditionally,
linear heat densities has principally only been possible to establish for already existing
networks since none of the two quantities can be known for yet not built systems. Therefore,
this initial theoretical approach was important in facilitating linear heat density estimations for
future district heat locations.
The product of population density and specific building space constitute an alternative
approach to establish the plot ratio (e), a traditional city planning quantity which basically is
the fraction of total building space area (AB) in a given land area (AL). The plot ratio is an
important parameter in the methodology associated with the distribution capital cost model,
partly because it allows the establishment of feasibility thresholds for cost effective heat
distribution as a function of population and heat densities, partly because it is used as
independent variable in model calculations of effective width (dependent variable, see further
eq. 3). In coherence with traditional practice in Swedish city planning [77], plot ratio is used
in the distribution capital cost model also to sort investigated city districts into three
categories of area characteristics; inner city areas, outer city areas, and park areas, as detailed
in Table 5.1. By this division, the model is able to designate associated construction cost
levels (C1 and C2), in this context gathered from Swedish experience comprised in [78], to
each investigated city district.
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Table 5.1 Categories of area characteristics and corresponding plot ratio levels, associated construction cost levels,
and distribution of 1703 studied city districts in paper I

Area characteristics
Inner city areas
Outer city areas
Park areas

Plot ratio (e)
e ≥ 0.5
0.3 ≤ e < 0.5
0 ≤ e < 0.3

C1 [€/m]
286
214
151

C2 [€/m2]
2022
1725
1378

Count of study city districts
317
296
1090

The decisive component determining the relative competitiveness of district heating systems
in competition with other local heating alternatives is the distribution cost, according to the
reasoning in Section 3.1. Since, in general terms, the distribution capital cost constitutes more
than half of the total distribution cost for a typical district heating network, it represents a
strategic quantity by which the competitiveness of district heating systems can be evaluated.
Total customer costs for district heat, as well as for local heat alternatives, vary significantly
throughout EU27 Member States today. In appended paper I, total district heat price levels in
the interval of 13-17 €/GJ, excluding VAT, were anticipated for the studied Member States
after a short review. In Euroheat & Power´s 2011 country by country survey [29], a
corresponding price interval is visible for the year 2009, although total district heat customer
costs above 20 €/GJ are present in some Member States. As a reference, according to [79],
average EU27 household electricity and gas prices in the autumn of 2010, including all taxes,
were 47 €/GJ and 16 €/GJ respectively. Still, household gas prices above 30 €/GJ are present
in some Member States. In the case of natural gas being used as a local heating alternative, it
should be noted that deliveries need to satisfy gross heat demands to compensate for local
conversion losses in residential and service sector heating appliances.
5.1.1 Paper I (the distribution capital cost model)
The distribution capital cost model assesses distribution capital cost levels by incorporating
and including demographic parameters as well as economical conditions as model inputs.
Hereby, the distribution capital cost model is a robust and dynamic model tool able to assess
feasibility thresholds for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems. The main
output parameter of the distribution capital cost model is the annual distribution capital cost,
Cd, for district heating network investments, originally established in [42]. By substitution of
the traditional expression for linear heat density in the denominator, according to eq. 1, the
distribution capital cost can be expressed as;

Cd =

a ⋅ I a ⋅ (C1 + C 2 ⋅ d a )
=
Qs
p ⋅α ⋅ q ⋅ w

[€/GJ]

(2)

The algorithms within the distribution capital cost model follow the relations expressed in eq.
2. In addition to the distribution capital cost, the model produces complementary outputs,
among which total network investment cost levels (I), total heat demands (Qtot), linear heat
densities, and pipe lengths (L), of target areas are of key interest. By thus having identified a
strategic result model parameter, a quantity, by which the cost effectiveness of district heating
technology can be measured and evaluated in competition with other heating alternatives, the
study of appended paper I set out to answer the following research questions:
•

What are the current distribution capital cost levels and the possible district heat
market shares in European cities, with respect to general conditions, area
characteristics, and city sizes?
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•

How much will distribution capital costs increase when future heat demands decrease?

•

How will this increase influence the future heat market shares for district heating?

From these research questions it becomes clear that the original motive to pursue the study
was an underlying consideration regarding heat demands, and whether reduced future heat
demands in the residential and service sectors - due to increased energy savings and improved
energy efficiency in building - would reduce the competitiveness of European district heating
systems as well. By the unique model feature of producing detailed main output parameter
results for sub-city levels, i.e. for explicit city districts, on the basis of related population
density and specific heat demands as input data parameters, scenario projections of future
alterations in residential and service sector heat demands are made possible. Further, by
accumulating the distribution of assessed feasibility conditions in each city district to produce
estimates on core city levels, and by relating these to total heat demands in each city, district
heating heat market shares at corresponding distribution capital cost levels are made
attainable.

Figure 5.1 Principal overview of the distribution capital cost model. Input data in left column, model estimates in
centre column, and main model output parameter in right column.

The distribution capital cost model operates on three levels: input data, model estimates, and
output data. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, input data parameters are divided into two groups,
where annuity (a), construction costs, and average pipe diameter (da), data provide
information to establish model estimates of specific investment costs. The second group of
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input data, population density, specific building space, specific heat demand, and effective
width, provide information to establish model estimates of linear heat densities. The two
model estimates provide information to establish the main output parameter: the distribution
capital cost.
In the study of appended paper I, annuity was chosen to reflect a long term investment
strategy in order to obtain the benefits of district heating in the future. This approach rendered
a model use of a real interest rate of 3%, along with a 30 year investment lifetime for district
heating networks. Average pipe diameters were estimated by use of a logarithmic function
reflecting the relationship between linear heat densities and average pipe diameters in 134
observations concerning whole or parts of Swedish district heating systems [42]. Population
density data was gathered on city district levels for the year 2001 from the Eurostat Urban
Audit database [80]. In 2001, the total count of city districts in this database was 7746, which
indicates the possibility to extend the current study scope (1703 city districts) in future
surveys.
Specific building space consists of both residential and service sector building spaces.
Specific residential building spaces on city levels were gathered from the Eurostat Urban
Audit 2001 database [81], to which service sector areas per capita were added. Specific
service sector building spaces were statistically secured for three of the four study countries
(Germany, France and the Netherlands) in [7]. Based on these figures, specific residential
building spaces were upgraded by a factor 1.4 to estimate total specific building spaces. Study
specific building spaces were found in the interval of 49-56 m2/capita. Specific heat demands
(q) were estimated by combining country averages of specific residential heat demands
obtained in [82] and residential building floor spaces reported in [83]. The study average
specific heat demand was 0.50 GJ/m2a.
According to these assumed input parameter values, possible deviations in model estimates of
distribution capital costs could be due to district heating companies having planned rate of
returns higher than the level represented by the used annuity. Further, the construction cost
levels used come from a mature district heating country (Sweden), while cost levels can be
higher in novel district heating countries. Additionally, lower construction cost levels from
future alternative pipe materials and network technologies, i.e. 4th generation district heating
technology, would reduce estimated cost levels. Finally, other future city shapes than those
represented by the 2001 Urban audit database, would imply altered population density
conditions from those anticipated in the study.
5.1.2 Paper II (effective width)
The last input parameter, the concept of effective width, plays a key role in the reformulation
of the traditional expression for linear heat density, and hence, constitutes a central quantity in
distribution capital cost model estimations of the feasibility of future district heating
networks. While linear heat density indicates the utilisation level of a district heat distribution
system, i.e. the amount of heat delivered per unit pipe length, effective width indicates the
physical coverage of the distribution system relative a given land area. Hence, effective width
is a measure indicating the district heating network extension level within a given land area
and reversibly - given that actual effective width values and land areas are known - allows
estimations of the relative demand for pipe lengths in new district heating system.
Apart from these model functions, effective width serves yet another purpose in the
distribution capital cost model. Since the model relies on aggregated statistical information on
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total land areas, hence not subtracting portions of these typically consisting of e.g. green areas
never to be targeted by district heat deliveries, network distribution capital cost assessments
by use of such geographical information is hazardous in low plot ratio areas. If settlements in
low plot ratio land areas are concentrated to certain parts of the total land area, and thus not
widely distributed, there is an apparent risk that the model overestimates actual network
investment costs since they are related to the complete land area at hand. Figure 5.2 illustrates
this situation. In the distribution capital cost model, effective width acts as a corrective
mechanism in these instances.

Figure 5.2 Principal illustration of building space area (to be heated), land area targeted by district heat distribution,
and entire land area.

In a pre-study performed in 2009 by two bachelor students at Halmstad University in Sweden
[84], previous results from a study including 39 detached house districts heating schemes in
Sweden [85] were combined with collected data on pipe lengths, land areas, and plot ratios
from 34 multi-family housing district heating systems in the Swedish cities of Halmstad and
Göteborg. On the basis of these results, which are detailed in appended paper II, a power
function with effective width as dependent variable and plot ratio as independent variable was
established, as expressed in eq. 3. Note that (e) refers to the plot ratio value, not to the natural
logarithm base.
w = 61 .8 ⋅ e −0.15

[m]

(3)

To illustrate the compensating characteristics of effective width values at low plot ratio
locations, eq. 3 is plotted within a plot ratio interval from zero to three in Figure 5.3. As can
be seen, the graph suggests a convergence of effective width values at 50-60 meters for plot
ratio values above one. This would indicate that the relationship between high heat density
inner city areas and the length of required piping networks in such areas is more or less
constant. For plot ratio values below one, on the other hand (outer city areas, park areas, and
rural locations), the relationship is by no means constant and diverges rapidly with increased
effective width values as a consequence. At a plot ratio value of 0.04, effective width reaches
a value of 100 meters and the curve reveals that at even lower plot ratios, effective width
values escalates above 100 meters and beyond. These characteristics of effective width, being
a denominator term in eq. 2, thus serve as a corrective mechanism in the distribution capital
cost model, by compensating potential bias of overestimated distribution capital costs at low
plot ratio locations.
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Figure 5.3 Effective width as corrective mechanism in low plot ratio areas.

5.2 Excess heat recovery and utilisation potential
The development of quantities to express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat
recovery and utilisation in future European district heating systems relies in principal on
established convention based on the laws of thermodynamics. As expressed in the Carnot
efficiency, a primary heat input (Qin) equals the sum of generated mechanical work (W) and
rejected heat output (Qout), if considered conservative and hence neglecting dissipation by e.g.
friction or distributive losses. Transposed into the vocabulary of this thesis, and in the study of
appended paper III, this basic relation is expressed as;

E prim = E abs + E excess

[J]

(4)

Analogous with the Carnot efficiency, the primary energy input (Eprim) is the sum of energy
absorbed in the primary product (Eabs) and rejected excess heat (Eexcess). In thermal power
generation, the absorbed energy equals generated electricity, while in industrial processes; the
absorbed energy expresses the energy added or maintained from the energy conversion
process to the industrial product. To express heat recovery from rejected excess heat, the first
necessary quantity to establish need to describe the share of recovered excess heat from the
total primary energy supply. The recovery efficiency is thus formulated according to;

η heat =

E heat
E prim

[%]

(5)

Recovered excess heat is symbolised by Eheat. In the context of appended paper III, this
quantity is equal to recovered cogeneration heat from main and auto-producer facilities in
district heat deliveries. As discussed above, in Section 4.2, an alternative definition of
recovered excess heat could additionally include also direct internal use of auto-producer
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cogeneration heat at industrial facilities, to capture the full extent of European heat recovery.
However, since the main purpose of this thesis is heat recovery in district heating systems, the
former definition was chosen. To further develop quantities for estimations of excess heat
recovery and utilisation in future European district heating systems, the concepts of heat
recovery rate and heat utilisation rate are established and introduced, as in eq. 6 and eq. 7, in
Section 5.2.1. On the basis of these concepts, the approach of subsequently comparing EU27
average performances and currently best Member State practices, allow estimations of the
plausible European excess heat recovery potential.
There are two major reasons for this approach: (i) scarcity of analytical methods and
comprehensive model tools for aggregated estimations of excess heat recovery volumes from
thermal power generation, and (ii) a general difficulty in assessing recoverable excess heat
volumes from particular processes in energy intensive industrial activities. Successful
attempts have been made to develop methods for estimations of viable excess heat recovery
volumes from thermal power generation to district heating systems [86, 87], although at
disaggregated levels of analysis focusing on local and site specific conditions. The
methodology developed by Fermvik and Molker in [86], i.e. geographical information system
supported viability estimations on transmission distances between existing excess heat
activity locations and heat demand concentrations, is well suited for regional studies of excess
heat recovery potentials, but not ideal for aggregated analyses based on energy statistics.
With regard to industrial excess heat recovery, an initial ambition in the work of appended
paper III was to develop so conceived “industrial excess heat factors” for different typical
industrial processes, which then could be conveniently associated to primary energy input
data in selected industrial activities to produce expected excess heat volumes from these
activities. Since not all industrial excess heat is likely to be directly recoverable in district
heating systems, depending on e.g. temperature levels, internal process heat demands, and
transmission distances, such a concept would permit generalised estimations of expected
excess heat volumes from industrial activities. But, in fact, the rich diversity of industrial
processes and plant specific operational properties make such generalisations hazardous [88].
As a reference, the Primes model developed by the Energy-Economy-Environment modelling
laboratory of National Technical University of Athens, distinguishes between over 25
industrial sub-sector activities [89], all utilising a variety of different fuels and energy carriers
as primary energy input. Similar ideas by how to assess possible excess heat fractions from
different industrial processes have also been performed earlier in [90-92], but these studies
fail in general to present systematic and coherent quantities by which aggregated evaluations
of industrial excess heat recovery potentials could be made.
To avoid entering into a much time demanding process of establishing detailed estimates of
possible excess heat recovery fractions from different specific industrial and thermal power
generating activities, as well as to avoid overestimating the plausible potential, the approach
of comparing EU27 average performances to currently best Member State practices was
chosen. As a consequence, actual presence and distribution of excess heat activities in
individual Member States are not considered in detail, why current national excess heat
recovery potentials may deviate from estimated potentials. The aim of the analysis performed
in appended paper III is thus to give a general description of apparently achievable excess
heat recovery levels within EU27 Member States today, and from these levels estimate a
plausible potential for excess heat recovery and utilisation in future Europe.
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5.2.1 Paper III (excess heat recovery and utilisation rates)
The two main concepts by which the plausible potential for excess heat recovery and
utilisation in future European district heating systems is expressed and estimated in appended
paper III are heat recovery rate and heat utilisation rate. The heat recovery rate, inspired by
the distinction of recovery rate (RR) as presented in [93] regarding paper and cardboard
packaging, measures the success with which one is able to recover excess heat from the
excess heat stream; it provides an indication as to what extent serial supply structures has
been achieved. The heat recovery rate is thus defined according to;

ζ heat =

E heat
E heat
=
E excess ( E prim − E abs )

[%]

(6)

The heat utilisation rate, also described and used in [93] regarding paper and cardboard
production, reveals the extent to which the recovered excess heat is actually used to satisfy
present heat demands by replacing other heat supply. Hence, the heat utilisation rate is
expressed as;

ξ heat =

E heat
Qtot

[%]

(7)

The term (Qtot) refers in this thesis, as in the study of appended paper III, to all low
temperature heat demands in residential and service sector buildings (including hot water use)
for the year 2008. Given another study objective, the utilisation rate could be established
according to any other appropriate heat demand. As briefly mentioned in Section 3.3, Qtot was
estimated by subtracting agriculture/forestry and fishery sector volumes from reported total
other sector final consumption volumes in [60], with an anticipated conversion efficiency of
73% for all fuel to heat conversions, and by subsequent addition of electricity used for heating
purposes. European electricity consumption in residential and service sectors for 2004
reported in [61] provided information on shares of total electricity used for heating purposes,
by which static estimates for the year 2008 were made.
According to the division made in [61] for the year 2004, electricity used for heating purposes
in residential sectors of former EU15 Member States corresponded to 31% of total electricity
use in this sector. In Romania, Bulgaria and the former ten new Member State countries, the
equivalent share was anticipated to 17%. Common for all EU27 Member States, the share of
electricity used for heating purposes in the service sector corresponded to 20% of total
electricity used in this sector. By applying these shares on total reported electricity use in
these sectors for the year 2008, a total of 1.40 EJ electricity used for heating purposes was
anticipated. This volume thus represents roughly 12% of the total estimated heat demand of
11.5 EJ in residential and service sectors.
The original research question of the third appended paper - how can sequential energy supply
contribute to enhanced sustainability in the European energy system? - was initially
formulated to capture the importance of excess heat recovery in efficient energy systems. The
search for an answer to this question led to the following break-down of the topic into these
sub-questions;
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•

What are the current levels of heat recovery in district heating systems regarding
thermal power generation, waste-to-energy incineration, and industrial excess heat in
EU27?

•

What are the currently best Member State practices of heat recovery and utilisation by
means of district heat distribution regarding thermal power generation, waste-toenergy incineration, and industrial excess heat?

•

What general conditions affect a transition from parallel to serial supply structures, i.e.
what are the barriers and driving forces for enhanced excess heat recovery in district
heating systems in EU27?

The study thus focuses explicitly on the three excess heat activities of thermal power
generation, waste-to-energy incineration of municipal solid waste, and energy intensive
industrial processes. By use of the concepts and analytical approach described above, current
levels of heat recovery in European district heating systems, as well as currently best Member
State practices of heat recovery and utilisation by means of district heat distribution, from
these excess heat activities are quantified and assessed. Additionally, seven general
conditions; infrastructure investments in district heating networks, collaboration agreements,
maintained value chains, policy support, world market energy prices, allocation of synergy
benefits, and local initiatives, are discussed in an attempt to identify barriers and driving
forces influencing enhanced heat recovery in European district heating systems.
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6

Key results

The key results from the performed studies indicate that favourable conditions for extended
use of district heating technology are present in Europe today. As will be presented in the
following, existing heat demands in residential and service sectors, as well as existing excess
heat flows from energy and industry sectors, provide beneficial conditions for expansion of
present and establishment of new competitive district heating systems in the future. Regarding
cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems, a three-fold directly feasible
expansion possibility in comparison to current urban heat market shares is perceived for the
studied cities in appended paper I. The concentration of heat demands in densely populated
European cities is reflected in low estimated future distribution capital costs. Even at reduced
specific heat demands, as a consequence of improved energy performance in buildings, the
competitiveness of urban district heating systems is expected to be maintained. In rural, low
heat density areas, on the other hand, local heating alternatives are expected to dominate.
Regarding recovery and utilisation of current excess heat flows from thermal power
generation and industrial activities, the results of appended paper III reveal a four-fold
European excess heat recovery potential, when only considering heat utilisation by means of
district heat distribution. A fulfilment of this potential would correspond to annual district
heat deliveries of approximately 5.6 EJ to residential and service sectors. The total European
excess heat recovery potential, if applying currently best Member State practices in the
studied excess heat activities coherently throughout the target area, is estimated to 10.2 EJ.
The total excess heat recovery potential thus represents 89% of the current total heat demand
in EU27 residential and service sectors.
The results regarding the two formulated objectives of the thesis are that:
•

Determining parameters and circumstantial conditions to assess feasibility thresholds
for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems are captured within the
input parameters of the distribution capital cost model

As will be shown in Section 6.1 below, directly feasible investment conditions for district
heating systems, as assessed on the basis of these determining model input parameters, are
associated to corresponding plot ratio and heat density levels. By this association, feasibility
thresholds for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems are identified. The
result of the second objective is that:
•

Quantities to express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat recovery and
utilisation in future European district heating systems are developed and found in the
three concepts: recovery efficiency, heat recovery rate, and heat utilisation rate

On the basis of these concepts, comparative analysis of average European and currently best
Member State practices were made possible.

6.1 Expanding European district heating
The primary result indicator chosen in appended paper I is the combinations of distribution
capital costs and corresponding urban heat market shares for the 83 studied cities in Belgium,
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Germany, France, and the Netherlands. These combinations were consecutively sorted from
the lowest to the highest distribution capital costs to produce the graph properties presented in
Figure 6.1. In this figure, all Member State city values have further been summoned in
country average curves. The intention of expressing the competitiveness of future district
heating systems by use of the marginal distribution capital cost was to identify competitive
levels of network extensions, although actual investment cost levels may be lower than those
outlined by the marginal distribution capital cost.
As can be seen in Figure 6.1, the grand total curve for the marginal distribution capital cost
levels out to create a relative plateau for urban heat market shares in the interval of 10%-60%,
where market expansion can occur with only slight cost increases. Within this interval there
are remarkably favourable conditions for extensions of present and establishment of new
district heating systems. Since the average current urban district heating heat market share
was estimated to 21% considering all included cities in the study, this circumstance suggests a
viable three-fold expansion possibility for district heating systems within these cities in the
coming future. It is further noticeable that only small differences appeared in the four studied
countries, all located in the same geographical region, why the results were considered
general for all four countries.
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Figure 6.1 Current marginal distribution capital cost levels and corresponding urban district heating heat market
shares in the four studied countries in appended paper I.

According to these findings, urban district heat market shares of 60 % can be reached at
estimated marginal distribution capital costs of only 2.1 €/GJ. Hence, urban district heating
heat market shares of 60% can be considered as an indicative threshold market share in
European urban areas, where district heat is directly feasible at current heat market conditions.
On the basis of this indicative threshold market share, a total of 968 city districts out of 1703
studied city districts in appended paper I, were found to fulfil these heat density requirements,
as detailed in Table 6.1. Still, at some level of decreasing heat densities, as the area
characteristic shifts from inner city areas to park areas, it is evident that the cost of network
establishments will cease to be economically viable. For a total of 735 low heat density city
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districts, constituting 39% of the total estimated heat demand in all studied city districts, less
feasible conditions for district heat deliveries were found. District heating networks may still
be conceivable in such areas, but most likely at narrowed margins of operation and
investment.
Table 6.1 Estimated heat demands and required network investments by area characteristics at directly feasible, less
feasible, and total conditions for all studied city districts in appended paper I

Area characteristics

Number of
city districts

Estimated heat
demands,
Q [PJ/a]

Required network
investment,
I [G€]

s

Inner city areas
Outer city areas
Park areas, feasible

317
296
355

182 (19 %)
160 (17 %)
236 (25 %)

4.3
5.1
8.2

Total, directly feasible
Park areas, less feasible

968
735

578 (61 %)
373 (39 %)

17.6
32.9

Total

1703

951 (100 %)

50.5

From the above, it can be concluded that urban heat market shares above 60 % are anticipated
to be associated with increased marginal distribution capital costs, since this market segment
is characterised by low heat density areas. Hence, an indicative threshold plot ratio value of
about 0.15 to 0.20 can be identified for directly feasible district heating in the studied cities,
corresponding to a marginal distribution capital cost of 2.1 €/GJ, see Figure 6.2. Given a study
average specific heat demand of 0.50 GJ/m2a, this indicative threshold would thus correspond
to heat densities of 75 TJ/km2 at plot ratios of 0.15, and 100 TJ/km2 at plot ratios of 0.20.
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Figure 6.2 Detail of plot ratio values and corresponding marginal distribution capital costs of studied city districts in
appended paper I. Identification of indicative plot ratio interval of 0.15-0.20 at threshold conditions for directly
feasible district heating systems. Average specific heat demands of study countries and study average.
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6.2 Case study: Population density (city of Paris, France)
An additional and general conclusion from the study in appended paper I is that large and
compact cities provide the most favourable conditions for investment and operation of cost
effective district heating systems. The natural explanation for this is the high population
densities of compact cities, i.e. high concentrations of residential dwellings and service sector
buildings accumulating high total heat demands. This brief case study is motivated by the fact
that a 60% urban district heating heat market share by no means is a limit in large and
compact cities. As can be seen in Figure 6.3, where eight large cities investigated in appended
paper I are illuminated and depicted according to the primary result indicators mentioned
above, it becomes clear that district heating heat market shares above 60% are attainable at
threshold marginal distribution capital cost levels in large and compact cities.
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Figure 6.3 Comparison of marginal distribution capital cost levels and corresponding urban district heating heat
market shares in selected large European cities (selection from study cities in appended paper I), the city of Paris
highlighted in bold dashed curve.

Average population densities among the 83 studied cities in appended paper I range between
700 to 2000 inhabitants per square kilometre for total city populations of 100000 to 700000
inhabitants. For larger cities with more than one million inhabitants, population densities from
2000 to well above 10000 inhabitants per square kilometre were found. The highest
population density of all investigated cities in the study was found in the French capitol Paris,
with an average of 20183 inhabitants per square kilometre. Not surprisingly, urban district
heating heat market shares >95% would be reachable under given threshold conditions
according to the distribution capital cost model algorithm. To illustrate further the direct
correlation between population densities, i.e. plot ratios, and specific investment costs for
district heating, an in-depth analysis of the 89 city districts of Paris is presented in Figure 6.4.
In appendix B, a detailed map of Paris and these city districts is attached as a complement to
Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4 Distribution of marginal distribution capital costs and correlation to plot ratios in 89 city districts of
French capitol Paris.

With the exception of two large park areas, Bois de Vincennes (fr001d00060) and Bois de
Boulogne (fr001d00088), estimated distribution capital costs levels in all city districts in Paris
are far below the anticipated indicative threshold value of 2.1 €/GJ. Plot ratios for the major
part of these city districts are moreover well above 1.0 and in several instances above 2.0.
From this illustration it is fair to conclude that population density, although expressed here by
use of the plot ratio, clearly is a circumstantial condition and determining parameter for the
cost effectiveness of heat distribution in district heating systems.

6.3 Excess heat recovery - European potential
In support of the directly feasible three-fold expansion possibility for cost effective district
heating systems in European urban areas, as indicated above, the key results of appended
paper III reveal an estimated four-fold excess heat recovery potential compared to current
average levels in EU27. This potential, referring to excess heat utilisation by means of district
heat deliveries to residential and service sectors only, reflects currently best EU27 Member
State practices within the excess heat activities of thermal power generation (including wasteto-energy incineration of municipal solid waste) and five chosen energy intensive industrial
activities. A fulfilment of this potential would correspond to annual district heat deliveries of
approximately 5.6 EJ to residential and service sectors. As shown in Table 6.2, the total
European excess heat recovery potential, if applying currently best Member State practices in
the studied excess heat activities coherently throughout the target area, is estimated to 10.2 EJ,
which represents 89% of the current total heat demand of 11.5 EJ in EU27 residential and
service sectors.
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Table 6.2 Assessment of total excess heat recovery potential in EU27 if applying currently best Member State practice
to the whole target area (industrial heat recovery is limited to chosen sub-sectors in study), 2008
EU27

Best Member State practice

Recovery potential

Excess heat activity

Eprim
[EJ]

ηheat
[%]

Eheat
[EJ]

ηheat
[%]

Eheat
[EJ]

Thermal power generation
Waste-to-energy*
Industrial heat recovery

26.3
1.69
6.24

6
12
0.4

1.60
0.20
0.02

33
65
7

8.68
1.10
0.43

Total

34.2

5

1.82**

30

10.2

* Incinerated and land-filled volumes of municipal solid waste.
** Reported total main and auto-producer cogeneration heat output in [76], totalling 3.04 EJ in 2008, indicate additional heat recovery being
achieved by direct internal heat use at industrial facilities.

The analysis performed in appended paper III further reveal that European average absorption
efficiencies in thermal power generation activities are as high as can be expected (37%), but
total conversion efficiencies suffers severely from non-existing or only marginal excess heat
recovery from these activities. The EU27 average recovery efficiency of excess heat from
thermal power generation activities was only 6% in 2008, which, compared to the 33%
representing currently best Member State practice found in Denmark, confirms the general
situation of excess heat not being recognised as a valuable resource. European waste-toenergy incineration of municipal solid waste fractions currently not being recycled or
composted, generated relatively larger shares of recovered excess heat (12%), but, compared
to currently best Member State practice (65% in Sweden), these recovery levels are still very
low. Industrial heat recovery to district heating systems is present only in five EU27 Member
States today (Germany, France, Denmark, Sweden, and Italy), according to national statistical
sources [94-98], where 17.5 PJ of recovered industrial excess heat in Sweden constitute the
major part of all EU27 industrial heat recovery of 24.7 PJ.
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Figure 6.5 Average heat recovery rates and average heat utilisation rates in EU27, with comparisons to currently best
Member State practices. Heat recovery rates refer to excess heat from thermal power generation (left bars) with
extracted detail for incineration of municipal solid waste (centre bars). Heat utilisation rates refer to recovered shares
of excess heat from all thermal power generation and five chosen energy intensive industrial activities utilised by
district heat deliveries to residential and service sectors (right bars). 2008.
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As can be seen in the far right bars in Figure 6.5, current levels of EU27 heat recovery in
district heating systems regarding excess heat from thermal power generation, waste-toenergy incineration of municipal solid waste, and chosen industrial activities, correspond to
an average heat utilisation rate of 9%. This figure is based on total EU27 district heat
deliveries of 1.39 EJ to residential and service sectors in 2008, and a 75% share of recovered
excess heat in these deliveries (including industrial heat recovery). In Sweden, where total
heat demands in residential and service sectors amounted to 258 PJ in the same year, a total
district heat delivery volume of 154 PJ - consisting of 71% recovered excess heat - to these
sectors, rendered a heat utilisation rate of 43%. A complete presentation of assessed heat
utilisation rates for all EU27 Member states are presented in Section 11.3, Appendix C.
Hereby, the key result of the study in appended paper III could be formulated as a four-fold
European excess heat recovery potential. A fulfilment of this potential, given the same shares
of cogeneration heat and industrial heat recovery in total district heat deliveries, would
represent an average future EU27 heat utilisation rate of 36%.
Still, in accordance with the previous discussion in Section 4.2, it needs mentioning that
additional excess heat recovery is present in Europe today, although not by means of district
heating systems. Direct internal use of auto-producer cogeneration heat at industrial facilities
contribute to the general improvement of efficient energy use in Europe, why it is relevant to
underline that district heating systems are unique only in the sense of being able to distribute
excess heat. From a general perspective, considering all options for increased energy
efficiency in European central and industrial conversion processes, it is critical to recognise
any measure that results in reduced primary energy demands, why both district heating
technology and industrial own use of cogenerated heat act parallel for a common cause.
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Discussion

If, hypothetically, all of the primary energy input to the European energy balance would be of
domestic renewable origin, there would be no need to put forward the arguments raised in this
thesis. In such an ideal - perhaps utopian - scenario, no direct bond between our use of energy
commodities and the climate balance of the planet would exist, why remaining incentives for
increased energy efficiency would be pure economical gains and sustainable resource
management. The core issue that motivated this analysis is the fact that approximately 82% of
current total EU27 primary energy supply consists of energy commodities with a fossil foot
print20. Although the use of coal and coal products have declined in recent years, in favour of
increased supply of crude oil, natural gas liquids, refinery feed stocks, and natural gas, the
relative share of total fossil contribution to the European energy balance has remained
principally constant since 1990.
If trying to seize - in a more abstract sense - the conceptual meaning and principal
consequences of increased excess heat recovery from thermal power generation and industrial
activities in the future, it could be formulated as a transition from parallel to serial supply
structures to facilitate sequential energy supplies. This allegory would be motivated by the
fact that current European energy supply structures have emerged in times of high availability
and relatively low costs of primary energy commodities, which have permitted individual
actors to convert these resources separately without having to consider more synergetic
sequences of utilisation. This is, by the understanding of the author, the fundamental reason
why vast volumes of present excess heat in the energy balance of Europe today remains
unutilised and is allowed to vanish into the ambient surroundings without ever being
recognised as a valuable resource!
As Europe now enters into a future where availability of these limited resources is doomed to
gradually decrease, while costs will increase, the large potential for increased excess heat
utilisation in feasible and cost effective district heating systems, as indicated by the studies in
this thesis, represents one viable path of transition. If relating this potential to the current
progress in reaching European 20% primary energy reduction targets set for 2020, a quick
hands-on assessment reveal that more than three quarters of the remaining gap could be
closed by this measure alone. As briefly mentioned in Section 4, the 20% reduction target
corresponds to 15.4 EJ, out of a total projected primary energy supply of 77.1 EJ (1842 Mtoe)
at this time, and since reductions of only 6.9 EJ are anticipated to be reached at current pace
additional reductions of 8.5 EJ must be attained in order to fulfil the target.
As has been shown in this thesis, approximately 70% of all Europeans are urban residents
today, why, as a general estimate, 70% of total European residential and service sectors heat
demands (11.5 EJ) are to be found in urban areas (8.1 EJ). This thesis has further shown that
60% urban heat market shares represents a viable, competitive, and indicative threshold level
for cost effective European district heating technology. Given that future European district
heating systems would saturate this level of expansion, by distributing recovered excess heat
that would otherwise be wasted, annual district heat deliveries would amount to 4.8 EJ. Since
current European district heat deliveries to residential and service sectors was 1.4 EJ in 2008,
a total 3.4 EJ replacement of other fuels and heat sources used for low temperature heating
purposes would be obtained.
20

EU27 primary energy input from coal and coal products (12.6 EJ], crude, NGL and feedstock (29.0 EJ], and
natural gas (18.4 EJ), not including CO2-”neutral” primary energy input from peat (0.1 EJ) and combustible
renewables and waste (4.5 EJ), amounts to 60.0 EJ, according to [60].
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If assuming that this replacement would phase out all electricity currently being used for
heating purposes (1.4 EJ), and that this electricity was generated solely in power-only thermal
power generation plants at average absorption efficiencies of 37%, a primary energy reduction
of 3.8 EJ would be achieved. If, further, the remaining share would substitute fuels for heat
currently being used for heating purposes (2.0 EJ), converted locally at given average
conversion efficiencies of 73%, a primary energy reduction of 2.7 EJ would be reached. As an
ad hoc assessment thus, a replacement of 3.4 EJ of final end use heat in residential and service
sectors currently satisfied by electricity and fuels for heat would corresponds to a total
primary energy supply reduction in the vicinity of 6.5 EJ - a primary energy volume
constituting 76% of the remaining gap!
But, a transition from parallel to serial energy supply structures implies a transition of our
traditional understanding of energy infrastructures as well and - in essence - exceeds pure
technological and operational issues associated with energy and industry sector activities. A
successful transition from parallel to serial supply structures represents a comprehensive shift
in our common perception of resource value and availability per ce, why completely new
business models and collaboration agreements will have to emerge. In a wider perspective, a
transition from parallel to serial supply structure might very well include a full spectrum of
societal dimensions, and the dynamics of transition in itself evolves as a relevant theme for
future research. How is change really brought about? How shall Europe act in order to
restructure current inefficient fuel supply and energy transformation structures, when these
structures are the pillars upon which our modern day civilisation rests?
There is of course no single answer or measure in response to this question, Still, from a pure
energy perspective, the successful transition from parallel to serial supply structures is to be
found in enhanced exploitation of the energy conservation properties of cogeneration and in
the excess heat recovery and utilisation properties of district heating systems. Since, in the
cogeneration process, the high exergy content of the fuel is used for power generation where
after excess heat from the turbine process is used for low-temperature (low exergy) purposes
by heat exchange to district heating grids, the sequential use of the original fuel input
maximizes its utilisation. By this serial use, both energy and exergy content of the primary
resource is used effectively, which increases the total efficiency for the complete process.
In the context of this thesis, the guiding light to lead the way in dissolving this multidimensional and complex dilemma thus shines in the local dimension; the hemisphere of
district heating and cogeneration technology. According to a remarkable finding in a recent
study [99] of variables affecting collaborations between energy-intensive industries and
municipal energy companies in Sweden, it was found that existing favourable conditions were
not in themselves enough for collaborations to emerge. Although practical, technical, and
economical opportunities may be present, no improvement will occur unless no one
articulates the energy efficient alternative and persists in non-supportive atmospheres.
Hereby, the social competence within local corporations and institutions, i.e. the level of
knowledge, consciousness, confidence building, and the ability to communicate, seems to be
just as important factors as economical feasibility and practical viability when seeking to
realise local solutions from local possibilities. Allegorically, local authorities, energy
companies, institutions, and organisations need themselves to organise serial structures of
initiative and communication in order to facilitate efficient energy supply structures.
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Conclusions

To conclude, an expanded use of district heating technology can act as a direct counter
measure to decrease carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel use in thermal power
generation and industrial activities in future Europe. Furthermore, such an expansion
represents a structural energy efficiency measure capable of reducing total volumes of
primary energy supply in the European energy balance while maintaining current final end
use levels. At current conditions, given the used input data, assumptions, and assessments of
this work, the expansion range for competitive and cost effective district heating systems
represents:
•

A three-fold directly feasible expansion possibility for district heat deliveries to
residential and service sectors in European urban areas, compared to current levels

This level of expansion corresponds to 60% urban district heating heat market shares at
indicative threshold distribution capital cost levels of 2.1 €/GJ. A full saturation of this
expansion possibility would correspond to annual district heat deliveries of 4.8 EJ to urban
residential and service sectors. In large and highly populated European cities, competitive
urban district heating heat markets shares above 60% at indicative threshold conditions are
found, while local heating alternatives are expected to dominate in rural and low heat density
areas. Further, the future competitiveness of European district heating technology is
depending on a mixture of boundary conditions and counteracting factors, where future
competition on urban heat markets, world energy prices, and availability of alternative fuels
and heat sources, have been identified as critical factors. In the event of reduced future heat
demands, as a consequence of improved energy performance in buildings, the competitiveness
of urban district heating systems is expected to be maintained.
Since the fundamental idea of district heating technology is to use local fuel or heat resources
that would otherwise be wasted to satisfy local customer heat demands, the presence of vast
amounts of unutilised excess heat from thermal power generation, waste-to-energy
incineration of municipal solid waste, and industrial activities in Europe today represents:
•

A four-fold general European excess heat utilisation potential by district heat
deliveries to residential and service sectors, compared to current levels and currently
best EU27 Member State practices

Excess heat recovery in European district heating systems is heterogeneously distributed
among Member States. Continued high shares of power-only generation reveal a general
negligence towards the synergetic benefits of cogeneration and only a few Member States
have up to date satisfactory applied the waste hierarchy principles of waste management.
Recovery of industrial excess heat is practically non-existent, with the exception of five
pioneering Member States. In 2008, the average EU27 recovery efficiency from thermal
power generation was 6%, corresponding to a heat recovery rate of 10%. By heat distribution
to residential and service sectors, European excess heat recovery in district heating systems
correspond to an average heat utilisation rate of 9%, while currently best Member state
practice was found at 43%. A total fulfilment of this potential would correspond to annual
district heat deliveries of approximately 5.6 EJ to European residential and service sectors,
which would represent an average future EU27 heat utilisation rate of 36%.
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When realising this potential and the current moderate level of European district heating
establishment (12% of total heat demands in residential and service sectors), it is fair to say
that district heating technology is a missing piece to the puzzle of a more efficient and better
resource optimised European energy system. With regard to the vital necessity of heat
demand concentration in order to be economically feasible, this thesis has shown that current
and coming demography of EU27 Member State populations constitute more an opportunity,
rather than an expansion barrier, for future European district heating systems. Further, rich
experience and expertise needed in the expansion of present and the establishment of new
district heating systems, are accumulated and available in several mature district heating
Member States today.
Finally, as a response to the two introductory formulated objectives of the thesis, the
identification of determining parameters and circumstantial conditions to assess feasibility
thresholds for cost effective heat distribution in district heating systems and the development
of quantities to express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat recovery and
utilisation in future European district heating systems, it can be concluded that:
•

Feasibility thresholds can be expressed by the quantities specific heat demand, plot
ratio and heat density. At specific heat demands of 0.50 GJ/m2a, an indicative
threshold for directly feasible district heat distribution in urban areas is identified at
plot ratios in the interval 0.15–0.20, corresponding to heat densities of 75 TJ/km2 at
plot ratios of 0.15 and 100 TJ/km2 at plot ratios of 0.20

•

Three quantities to express and estimate the plausible potential for excess heat
recovery and utilisation in future European district heating systems is found in the
concepts: recovery efficiency, heat recovery rate, and heat utilisation rate. The
establishment of these concepts allowed comparative analysis of EU27 average
performance and currently best Member State practice by which a plausible potential
could be estimated

By introducing these excess heat recovery concepts and the distribution capital cost model,
this thesis have provided a set of methodologies by which required conditions for cost
effective and energy efficient heat distribution in European district heating systems can be
identified and assessed. A reliable and consistent evaluation of the future role and
competitiveness of district heating technology in a highly energy efficient European energy
system have been performed, by investigating European population distribution and growth
trends, current volumes and conversion efficiencies in energy and industry sector activities,
current technology use, and by estimating a plausible potential for European excess heat
recovery.
From all here considered perspectives, the expansion of European district heating technology
represents a viable, rational and large scale energy efficiency measure able to contribute
substantially to reduced future European primary energy demands. An accelerated integration
of district heating technology and cogeneration into current European energy infrastructures
represents a strong candidate solution to achieve the 20% energy efficiency target set for
2020. By achieving enhanced recovery and utilisation of excess heat from thermal power
generation and industrial activities - the forgotten resource of the parallel supply structures of
today - cost effective and energy efficient district heating in European urban areas can
contribute in restructuring these and thus… realise the potential!
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9

Future research

Through the course of these studies several areas that would benefit from future research have
been encountered. In direct relation to the distribution capital cost model and the methodology
and concepts associated with effective width, extended studies on the relationship between
plot ratios and district heating pipe lengths represents one such area. Extended studies
covering a wider range of typical area characteristics and settlement structures, especially at
4th generation operational conditions, would provide input data needed to refine and sharpen
the precision of the power function used in this context. As such, the distribution capital cost
model represents a potent model tool applicable in future studies investigating specific
investment conditions for district heating systems. It could also provide assistance in strategic
regional and local energy planning.
Another area relevant for future research, as perceived in this work, is found in the complex
field of creating generalised fractions, i.e. “industrial excess heat factors”, describing expected
excess heat per unit volumes of per unit primary energy input to various industrial activities.
By successful establishment of such concepts, future modelling of industrial excess heat
potentials based on statistical data would be simplified. Extending from such a progress,
increased possibilities to facilitate detailed calculations of viable transmission distances
between existing industrial excess heat locations and near-by district heating systems, would
support identification and mapping of future serial supply structures to be. In general, the
integration of energy efficient technology in Europe will benefit from extended studies
identifying synergy opportunities at all levels of energy use.
As an extension of this, a third relevant area for future research and development would be to
counteract the general decline in quality, coverage, and timeliness, of energy statistics in
recent years. Since international energy statistics rely on reports from national statistical
bodies for their accuracy, the effects of deregulated and growing markets, budget cuts, and
diminishing expertise in European Member States, are directly reflected in eroding quality of
aggregated balance sheets. The importance of high quality energy statistics, i.e. close
monitoring of energy and resource flows, is hard to under-estimate since they lie at the heart
of analysis, policy decision making, and energy planning for the future. Regarding specific
energy statistic practices, the development of alternative methods by which allocation of fuel
input to cogeneration activities is established represents a future research area of its own.
As a fourth field of future research yet to explore, the dynamics of transition and change
emerges in itself as a strategic and crucial area of investigation. How is change really brought
about? What are the mechanisms of transition? Is it determined by faith only, or do we have a
say in it? If so, what is it that we can say? What is it that we really can do? During the
evolution of human kind hitherto, vast acres of terra incognita have offered us the
convenience of solving fundamental problems by simply breaking new ground. As each
square meter of the globes surface now is conquered and monitored, this solution has seized
to exist. So, how are we going to arrange our garden? For more than half a million years we
have been able to use and control fire, the future will bear witness whether we ever learned to
master it!
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11 Appendix
11.1 Appendix A - Current urban district heating heat market shares
Table Appendix A. Annually sold heat in district heating systems, model estimated residential and service sector heat
demands, and urban district heating heat market shares in the studied 83 central European cities in appended paper I
Member
State
be
be
be
be
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
de
fr
fr

City code
be001c
be002c
be003c
be004c
de001c
de002c
de003c
de004c
de005c
de006c
de008c
de009c
de010c
de011c
de012c
de013c
de014c
de015c
de016c
de017c
de018c
de019c
de020c
de021c
de022c
de025c
de026c
de027c
de028c
de029c
de030c
de031c
de032c
de033c
de034c
de035c
de036c
de037c
de039c
de040c
de041c
de042c
fr001c
fr003c

Cityname
Bruxelles / Brussel
Antwerpen
Gent
Charleroi
Berlin
Hamburg
München
Köln
Frankfurt am Main
Essen
Leipzig
Dresden
Dortmund
Düsseldorf
Bremen
Hannover
Nürnberg
Bochum
Wuppertal
Bielefeld
Halle an der Saale
Magdeburg
Wiesbaden
Göttingen
Mülheim a.d.Ruhr
Darmstadt
Trier
Freiburg im Breisgau
Regensburg
Frankfurt (Oder)
Weimar
Schwerin
Erfurt
Augsburg
Bonn
Karlsruhe
Mönchengladbach
Mainz
Kiel
Saarbrucken
Potsdam
Koblenz
Paris
Lyon

Annually sold
district heat [PJ]
0
0
0.12
0
39.92
10.16
18.00
6.97
5.03
8.57
5.34
6.62
1.92
3.45
2.42
6.17
4.45
1.59
2.09
3.28
2.99
1.25
0.79
0.34
0.32
0.37
0.05
0
0.45
1.00
0.26
0
3.90
2.14
1.85
2.38
0
1.27
3.73
1.54
2.12
0
18.31
1.20
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Model estimated
heat demand [PJ]
27.26
12.54
6.30
5.20
99.79
52.81
37.69
29.18
18.65
17.22
13.45
12.67
17.26
18.28
17.51
16.78
14.61
11.76
10.91
10.30
6.61
6.24
8.81
3.76
5.59
4.60
3.35
6.08
4.17
1.98
1.83
2.78
5.85
7.91
9.90
9.09
8.04
6.09
7.21
6.42
3.85
3.80
47.88
26.55

Urban district heating
heat market share [%]
0
0
2
0
40
19
48
24
27
50
40
52
11
19
14
37
30
14
19
32
45
20
9
9
6
8
1
0
11
50
14
0
67
27
19
26
0
21
52
24
55
0
38
5

Member
State
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
fr
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
nl
Total

City code
fr004c
fr006c
fr007c
fr008c
fr009c
fr010c
fr011c
fr012c
fr013c
fr014c
fr015c
fr016c
fr017c
fr018c
fr019c
fr020c
fr021c
fr022c
fr023c
fr024c
fr025c
fr026c
fr027c
fr028c
fr029c
fr030c
fr031c
fr203c
fr205c
nl001c
nl002c
nl003c
nl004c
nl005c
nl006c
nl007c
nl008c
nl009c
nl010c

Cityname
Toulouse
Strasbourg
Bordeaux
Nantes
Lille
Montpellier
Saint-Etienne
Le Havre
Rennes
Amiens
Rouen
Nancy
Metz
Reims
Orleans
Dijon
Poitiers
Clermont-Ferrand
Caen
Limoges
Besancon
Grenoble
Ajaccio
Saint Denis
Pointe-a-Pitre
Fort-de-France
Cayenne
Marseille
Nice
s' Gravenhage
Amsterdam
Rotterdam
Utrecht
Eindhoven
Tilburg
Groningen
Enschede
Arnhem
Heerlen

Annually sold
district heat [PJ]
0.50
1.48
0.02
0.59
0.90
0
0.33
0.20
0.60
0.29
0.57
0.42
1.36
0.08
0.76
0.22
0.28
0.13
0.07
0.37
0.56
2.81
0
1.23
0
0
0
0
0.68
1.30
1.40
4.50
4.50
0.30
1.30
0
0.70
0.10
0.30

Model estimated
heat demand [PJ]
14.37
10.50
16.07
13.44
25.46
9.89
8.77
5.55
8.83
3.93
9.19
6.38
5.16
5.04
6.36
5.70
3.11
6.52
5.07
4.69
4.16
8.61
1.44
4.15
1.97
3.86
2.15
21.60
10.81
11.96
17.15
12.52
5.73
4.75
4.57
4.07
3.51
3.25
2.22

Urban district heating
heat market share [%]
3
14
0
4
4
0
4
4
7
7
6
7
26
2
12
4
9
2
1
8
14
33
0
30
0
0
0
0
6
11
8
36
79
6
28
0
20
3
14

201.17

951.08

21
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11.2 Appendix B - Map of city districts in French capitol Paris

Figure Appendix B. Map of 89 city districts in the city of Paris, France. Source: [100]. Used with permission.
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11.3 Appendix C - EU27 Member State heat utilisation rates
Table Appendix C. Assessment of EU27 Member State heat utilisation rates by district heat deliveries to
residential and service sectors in 2008, extended detail of study results in appended paper III
EU27 Member
States

District heat deliveries
to residential and
service sectors [EJ]
0.154

Share of recovered
heat in total district
heat deliveries [%]
71

Qtot
[EJ]

ξheat
[%]

Sweden

Industrial heat
recovery in district
heating systems [EJ]
0.0175

0.258

43

Denmark

0.0027

0.090

82

0.183

40

Finland

0

0.097

74

0.196

37

Lithuania

0

0.029

50

0.057

25

Bulgaria

0

0.019

84

0.064

25

Czech Republic

0

0.059

78

0.236

19

Latvia

0

0.022

53

0.060

19

Poland

0

0.200

64

0.709

18

Romania

0

0.060

78

0.293

16

Austria

0

0.053

68

0.247

15

Estonia

0

0.019

29

0.039

14

Slovak Republic

0

0.027

53

0.109

13

Hungary

0

0.033

70

0.220

11

Slovenia

0

0.005

78

0.039

10

EU27

0.0247

1.394

75

11.502

9

France

0.0012

0.157

98

1.702

9

Germany

0.0003

0.304

74

2.733

8

Luxembourg

0

0.001

100

0.019

7

Netherlands

0

0.033

89

0.503

6

Greece

0

0.002

100

0.162

1

Belgium

0

0.004

100

0.343

1

0.0001

0.006

100

1.099

1

Portugal

0

0.001

100

0.105

0

United Kingdom

0

0.018

0

1.473

0

Cyprus

0

0

-

0.010

-

Ireland

0

0

-

0.119

-

Malta

0

0

-

0.002

-

Spain

0

0

-

0.520

-

Italy
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